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Ledger ik Times
SERVING MURRAY I CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

114 NO.,165

Flooding:

BLOCKING IT OUT

Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
shiclude•

Downpours are
threat to Midwest

HOSPITAL BOARD
*The Murray-Calloway Colin
ty Hospital Board will meet in
regular- session at 5:10 p.m
Thursday. July 15, in the
hoard room of the hospital.

By AARON WATSON

SCHOOL BOARD
*The Murray School Board
ae-saion a.
7:30 p.m.. Thursday. July 15
in the board office located at
Ninth and Poplar Streets. This .
meeting was originally sche——
duled Tor uly1t —
BOARD OF REGENTS
.The-Murray State University
Board of Regent.s will conduct
retreat ati Executisre-Trin
in Owensboro Friday. July 16,
beginning at 11 a.m., followed
by a special called meeting at
3 p.m. The board will continue
- its planning session Saturday.
July 17, at 9 a.m.

AF TrRNOON -- SO CENTS

Associated Press Wnter

•.

'of rain Ll
hi-wind ha '4 _mph at the
Dodge City airport.
-•:1-1-eava -raw- war4-iita-uitaluatny-e_ar-ly today in parts of western and
south central Kjnsjs. (in Tue.
day, Wood Riser got i; inches
of rain, and an inch fell in just
six-Minutes at Papillon, south ofOmaha, the National Weather
•alpout
Service said. Adel.
20 miles west of
reported l 7 10A::. 'ill _NI
minutes.
President Clinton declared•22:'
Midwestern counties'. including
and
the entire state of lowa
the city of St. Louis disaster
areas, opening the door to grants,
low -interest loans and other federal aid.
The president ,ut short a visit
to Hawaii to tour the Hood -_
stricken region today.
Lack of water continued to he
a key problem ni Des Moines', hut
at least the city water plant, was
spared- further. damage Tuesday'.
Military heliopters -il-krriverea
about 100,($x) sandbags to pro
As

Mach

and

restore- rirttakingwater to 250.000 Iowans survived
another round of heavy rain as
volunteers working under floodlights plied sandbags around the
Des Moines Water Works
.overnight.
The bloated Raccoon and Des
Moines rivers had stabilized this
a downpour Tuesday morning and misted the
brunt of heavy rains overnight.
New rains began falling in lks
Moines at daybreak but were not
serious enough to threaten new
floods. forecasters said.
Downpours swelled the raging
:Mississippi River and its tributaries across the flood-ravaged
Midwest on Tuesday and this
morning.
In southwest Kansas. Dodge
City was especially hard hit
Tuesday night, with flash flooding sweeping about IS cars and
temporarily trapping a womati
and two small children inside a
-sedan Rescuers-had to break the
car's windows to get them out. • TURN TO PAGE 2A
Effntslü
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INSIDE
•MANASSAS,- Va. (Al?)
A woman charged with cutting
off heir husband's penis with a
kitchen knife last month in
retaliation- for alleged sexual
abuse has • filed for divorce.
Page 64
.BALTIMORE (AP) —
Memo to Atlanta Braves manager Bobby Cox: the next time
you manage an All-Star game.
do your . pitelterS"a favor.
Leave 'em home. Page 21;

Area crop loss
hits $2 million

FORECAST
c[..) RAMEY Lemur & Trres pr.oto

Tonight. thunderstorms likely.
Muggy with. lows Jn the
mid-70s. Southwest wind 5 to
10 mph. Chance of rain 60 perThin_day,...parZ Q9_415
with- a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs _near 90.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 87'
357.3, +0.1; below 311.8, -0.2
BARKLEY — 87°
357.3, +0.1; below 312.4, -0.2

Mdpiiirig A County
Court tinkers with 911
By AMY WILSON
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

With maps in hand and a list of
topics, Charles Cooper
discussion
INDEX
swooped down upon the CalloFiscal Court, ready
Two Sections — -24-Pages-- way County
be--taken___on the
toattitmliff5B, 611
Classifieds .
system.
911
Enhanced
7B
Comics
county is broken up into
"The
78
Crosswords
12 sections," Cooper said. "Nine
7B
Dear Abby
those sections are ready for
of
6B
Horoscope
addresses, but the drawback is
8A-10A
Murray Today
missing subdivisions that keep
11A
Obituaries
up."
cropping
4A
Perspective
911 coordinator, said
Cooper,
1B
28,
Sports

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify Which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

Hickman and 1 ulton
HICKMAN:Ky. (AP) - The
Mississippi River has covered counties.
Projections Teesdas called for
more than 10,0(x) acres of prime
river to Crest July 22 .at the
the
.
Kentucky,
cropland in western.
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it
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;want
time.
days.
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under water.
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'We're used to
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expected to rise -proportionately. this stuff in the %tater time mod
the spring, hut I'se been here tor
A
conservative estimate as of
million
15 years and this is the first time
$2
Tuesday totaled about
ha s. e seen one in Jul. said
I
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four
in
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Finney. director
remote
William
in
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Two
all
getting
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Stahl litation
Agricultural
evaU.S.
been
have
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Serv
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and
and
Disaster
state
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because the fiscal court accepted
Counts
Jim
Ballard
Director
in
Services
Emergency
names
mad
some of them without
-This is going to he a pm
Everett said. Madrid Bend's
and never notified the state mapringed
are
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hinged
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not be able to al to
Store Road On the toad sign,
flood damage data that
compiling
is
map
the
on
name
fall. But ma), we'rc•
while the
the
in
acres
Gov. -Brewton Jones can use to talking about people v. here the
Ford Road.
federal disaster relief for
seek
Cooper
"It is the same road,"
areas, primarils Ballard. RI TURN TO PAGE 2A
flooded
half
a
spent
ambulance
said. "The
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Childress of Dan Parker Masonry Co., works on blocks at Robertson Elementary School this
morning. Willie Jackson, assistant superintendent for Murray- City Schools, said the project should
he completed sometime in the fall.

EiMUS

he needs a copy of all plats
approved by the-court so he can
add those road names to his
Maps. "
"We have assigned new names
to roads that were duplicated," he
said. "Any road that had - a suryame like Johnny Robertson
Road* has heon7-reduced• to one
name. Any road name that exists
in the city, will he replaced in the
county and any duplicate roads .in
the county will be renamed."
Cooper said there were quite a
few roads that had to be renamed
because when the surirres were

Wilkinson testifies on hospital bill
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP).— A
federal grand jury looking into
the 1990 passage of a controversial hospital bill questioned former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson for
nearly an hour and also heard testimony from a hospital lobbyist.
Wilkinson said he was told by
federal prosecutors that he is not
a target of any investigation and
he answered all the questions put
to him Tuesday.
The grand jury has summoned
witnesses and records relating to
the so-called Humana bill that
allowed hospital companies to
expand medical facilities in Jefferson County without state

approval. Humana' Inc. was the late.
"I had very little to do with it.
primary backer of the legislation,
We were in diligent pursuit of
...
declared
later
which was
own legislative agenda,"
our
unconstitutional.
said.
Wilkinson
grand
Also testifying to the
governor said he
former
The
a
Adams,
Ron
was
jury Tuesday
d to testify
subpoenae
Humana lobbyist during the 1990 was
he once
position
the
of
because
session. His attorney, George
.held.
for
testified
Adams
Salem, said
"Anything that comes up like
about an hour before the grand
the former governor will be
this
jury. But Salem declined to reve," said Wilkinson,
subpoenaed
to
put
questions
of
al the subject
testy with a group of
became
who
Adams.
assembled reporters and left after
accusing a television- reporter of
Wilkinson, who left. office in
being interested in his sex life.
1991, said he supported the legislation from its inception, but did
little to influence its legislative • TURN TO PAGE 2A
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Death toll continues to rise in Japan
By ERIC TALMADGE
Associalod Press Writer

OKUSHIR1, Japan (AP). —
The toll from Japan's deadliest
earthquake in years climbed to
100 today as hopes faded of finding survivors in the rubble of
burned homes, sunken cars and a
collapsed hotel. Ninety-three people were reported missing.
More aftershocks today rocked
northern Japan, where tidal waves
generated by Monday's quake
swept scores of cars out to sea.

Six fresh shocks were recorded
this morning: the initial quake
measured 7.8 on the Richter
scale.
The devastation revived the
long-running debate about the
state of Japan's emergency preparedness. The country is the
world's most earthquake-prone,
rattled by about' 1,000 tremors a
year.
"It's about time for (the government) to make a serious,commitment to take the initiative in
building a nation with basic

disaster-prevention programs,"
said the Nihon KeiZal, Japan's
leading financial newspaper.
Added the national Asahi
newspaper: "Even though it is
difficult to forecast natural disasters, we can minimize the damage
wrought by them."
Japan's Meteorological Agency
broadcast tsunami warnings within five minutes after the quake hit
Monday night, but many victims
had no time to reach higher
ground.

Yies photo
STACEY CROOK/Ledger & T,

John Fritz (left) and Rick Jobs rehearse for the upcoming performance of Neil Simon's "Star,Spangled Girl." which opens
Friday at the Playhouse in the Park. Tiffany Devine rounds out
the three-member play. Tickets are on sale now at the Playhouse.
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WECIIMISDAY, JULY 144 1$3

Kentucky gets first female U.S.Judge•Area crop...
•

INANKFORT. Ky tAP I
A
4•6131111 lawyer appairesils is in
to hecome Kentecks 's first
icnialt U S distritt Judge. a
new %paper reported todas
Seri Wendell Ford dechned
.iunnient Tuesday. but several
people interested III the process
told The Courier Journal that
attorney Jennifer Coffman, 45, is
his choice for i l ondon-based
iuditeAlup.
Clittman also wouldn't comment luesday
The people who spoke to The
Courier Journal said that Ford.
I)
. wants to keep the process
under wraps until an FBI review
t.toniplete.

"I think the FBI is out conducting its background check,"
sJid I exingion lawyer Tim Conc.
Ile was nominated for the scat by
then-President Bush. but the
Dernocratic-controlled Senate did
not act on the nomination.
Cinc *pdvveral other-Jaw/ars.said Collman would make a good

& A AUTO
RENTAI,

Coltman would rept& c Judge
Eugene Soler Jr.. a kepiiblitan
who was promoted .ncarl) ts144,
sears ago to the U.S nth CoLuii
Court ol Appeals.
Marsh. Wesusteen. the eae‘u •
toe direttor of the Kentucky
Commission on Women, said
Coltman w ould tw in' a De',, per.
spettise to the state's federal
henc h
"She's more than highly qualified," WeilltStelf• said. "It's a
great day for the women of Kentucky. ... It's a recognition that
there's more than one kind of
person who's qualified to he a
judge.•'
Ford would recommend judicial candidates to President Clinton, whose appointments must he
confirmed by ,the -Senate-.

I toil re.entls. 5. olImins pc
,1.01% was representing washers
an,1 other plaintilfs in
,,,,i,i,‘snient disk inlination ..1•C•
S th •
repre•ents erriploser•
Sid I>ouglass a former I. if4. WI
judge. said Coltman would make
a good judge
"I think she'll make a very
fine judge." said Douglass, who
is Irom Harlan. "Mrs.. Coffnuit
bait extremely high marks in my
-4-hook.•'
Coffman as a partner with the
Lexington law firm iiIrNewberry,
Hargrove and Rambieare, where
shc has worked since 1991.
Before that Coffman worked
for the Kentucky Education
Association, where she unsuccessfully represented the state in
efforts to get private schools to

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

11 Downpours...

July's HOTTEST Buys

PICNIC PACK!
8 Pieces
plus...4 Homemade
Buttermilk Biscuits
Large Rice, Large
Side Salad
and 2 Liter Drink

Creole
Fried
Chicken
Regular or Hot 'N Spicy

$998

Special Good Thru
July 31, 1993

— Murray
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FOOD MART
OPEN 24 HOURS
AC0•131

rernin,10,11

Ce,,oce- s

4th St

Chestnut, Murray

100

East

College. Mayfield
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FROM PAGE 1

IJ, ht

lostet are going to he devastating
I' them. Roney said
Hood damage to inhabited
area• *as c•petted to minimal
he.ause k tite• Along the riser sit
atop Nulls and Ate prote..ted by

Her tormer partner. Anhui 1
"Al" Brooks, said Coffman Is a
snore suunt h supponcr of 'odor
dual rights than many Republican
*facial appointees oh the NMI%

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas already
served by carnets- $5 per month. payable in
alvance By 'rail in CallorrarA Co. and to
BeNon, Haxdtn, Mayhekl, Sedalia and Farmnpron. Ky and to* Pans, Buchanan and
Pulver. Tenn. $57 per year. By mar to other
destinations: 164.50 per year
7c reach all departments of the newspaper
anone 753-1916
'
The Murray Ledger•&••
Trnes is a member or
the Associated Press, Kentuay Press Assooatton arid-Southern Newspapers Publishers
.Assocation The Assaulted Press a satoevery ent,had to news onginated by ;he
M.,-ay Lager 6 Tres.

Four years ago. Coffman
helped wen a Sl. mitIon age
discrimination judgment for miners laid off by U.S. Steel Mining
Co. in Harlan County. She also
represented University of Kentucky recruits Shawn Kemp and
Scan Woods during the NCAA's
investigation of the Kentucky.
basketball program.

Eddyvillc, Iowa, aboul 60 miles
southeast of Des Moines. "The
water is .at the top of the levee
now. It's an especially scary
situation."
The-floodinr-has bceii
for at least 21 deaths, 13 in Missouri. Damage has been put in
the billions. About 6,500 National Guardsmen were on duty -an.
Iowa, Illinois and Missouri,

•Wilkinson...

FROM PAGE 1
Although_ Wilkinson_ said he
knew of no wrongdoing related to
the bill, he wouldn't answer when
asked whether a Humana representative had asked him to give
state jobs or contracts to legislators in return for their votes.
where more than 30,000 people
Also testifying Tuesday was
have been flooded out of their former state Rep. Bill Ark of
homes.
Hodgenville.
The flooding and the loss of
- Ark spent about two minUtes in
the treatment plant brought Des the grand jury room and declined
Moines to a standstill. Businesses to tell reporters what he was
closed. Hotels were emptied. asked.Hospitals canceled non His attorney, John Douglas
emergency surgery. People slog- Hubbard of Bardstown, said Ark
gin,g -through -the _filth-y----flood-- was-called M.to -identify recordswaters Were urged to get _tetanus -subpoenaed from his-legislative
shots. •
office in March 1992.
Ark was among Several legislators whose campaign, travel and
Residents collected rainwater pay records were subpoenaed by
and left town for showers. FBI agents on. March 31, 1992,
Richard Vohs, Iowa Gov. Terry
when the federal investigation,
Branstad's -spokesman, went out code-named Operation Boptrot,
into the rain for a shower. "We became public.
have a very secluded back yard,"Humana fired its chief lobbyist
he said.
from that session, former state

Court tinkers...
•
FROM

PAGE 1
the situation as he sees fit," said
hour looking for Ford Road and County Judge/Executive George
all they could find was Gibbs Wcaks.
Magistrate Dan Miller voiced
Store Road. People will call in
and .,say they live on GibbsStore - his concern_ about the .cooperatlon
Road and it won't come up on of the phone cormiany in creating
addresses.
the computer that way."
"We're never going to get the
Magistrate Steve Lax told the
court that confusion would also addressing done if we don't have
be caused if the road name were cooperation from the phone comchanged because there would still pany," Miller said. "They should
be people referring to it by the contact Cooper if they put in a
phone somewhere."
old name.
.
Cooper also said all home
"No two ways about 'it, there
owners should be required to diswill be problems," Lax said.
The court discussed Cooper's, play old addresses. in their yards
recommendation that plats be to facilitate the mapping process.
shown to him so he can ensure
"Right now, we need people to
the road names have—not been
identify themselves 'with a route
duplicated- before-they -arc takenaiid a box number'in their yard if
before the cOurt for approval.'
—t-Itty-do
-not-have-the only mail"Ithiiii-Cooper should handle
box
,in
that area," Cooper said.
•

0

6 a.m.-1 a.m.

sHONEYS

"I am planning to have meetings -soon in each district to
answer questions people may
have about 911," Cooper said.
The court also discussed the
possibility of consolidating the
emergency system with the city.
"I think we should make every
effort to consolidate with the
city's 911 :service,"--Cooper-said.
"If we wait until we go on-line,
_we will have already spent our
money in Mayfield, where the
dispatcher is located."
Weeks said .the problem with
consolidation is that 'transmissions from the city's tower would
not reach the lake.
"We can use our money to
upgrade their system and build a
tower," Cooper said.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pick 3
6-7-5
Cash 5
74542-25-35
The Pick
8-17-19-22-23-27-35-51

• FREE Demonstrations of America's #1 garden tiller!
• The famous rear-tine tiller with JUST ONE HAND'
performance!
• Factory Authorized Sales & Service!

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
753-9257

onloyear
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Murray Home & Auto
Tuce..Tafile

Lose 10 Lbs.
In 3 Days
With The T-Llte Met Plan
"With Chromium Picolinate-

•See it-try it-take it home!
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ARLAND'

Friday & Saturday Nights 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

..•

"It is easier for mc to do the
mapping if the sign is in the yard.
The post office will help as far as
where the mail is delivered, but
even people who have a post
office box will have to. have an
address."
Within a year, all residents in
Calloway County will have new
addresses which will help in
locating the residences.

OF91101-FF120101.16A DAY,Sti 1501174810F
Wel Se KOH AT GIBIAL

• Fried Fish • Baked Fish • Fried Clams
-Boiled S/u•trop • Fried Shrimp
• Vegetables& Much. Much, More
Includes our All You Care To Eat
Soup, Salad, and Pews Bar

Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
& Sat.

auditor George Atkins, in 'Septemberi992. Company officials
said it was for violating company.
policies but would not elaborate.
Federal investigators have
looked into the votes of two senators who have since left the legislature on the Humana bill. Patti
Weaver of Walton and Helen
Garrett of Paducah voted against
an early version of the bill but
voted for the final version, providing the margin of victory.
An attorney revealed last year
that Humana paid $5,000 to Garrett in 1991 for a five-page report
on the state of Humana's legislative relations, A-published feport
said Atkins approved the
payment. ,
An attorney said the payment
to Garrett came several months
after she left office.
Garrett pleaded guilty in September 1992 to mail fraud for
taking a S2,000 bribe from a race
track owner. Garrett, who is in
poor health, was sentenced to
probation.

Pi99IY wi9911/

$8.99
•
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the> have a disaster program
S Rep. Toni Barlow. D-Ky..
where they Lan recoser some of
said during a sisit to the area
'Monday that the House Agricul- - their losses, I think most lenders
-lure Committee would- begin - will *Mt with them.•• "limes '•
said.
work soon on disaster legislation
Birney said that based on posfor flood-ravaged areas along the
sible yields of 32 bushels per
acre at roughly S5.50 per bushel
Barlow said he could not guarantee 100 percent reimbursement for soybeans and 100 bushels of
tor affected farms but advised . corn per acre at about S2 per
farmers to keep records of their bushel, a S6(00K) damage estiflood-related kisses and expenses.. mate for Ballard County. alone
would he conservative.
Birney said federal disaster aid
The same projections would
would he crucial for some farmers. Flood insurance is unavail- account for approximately
able in some areas and quite S800,000 in damage in Fulton
expensive in others, "hut I have County, S400,000.in losses in
talked to a few who had crop Carlisle C0
soirJant-SOLO00--j0Ibis] inurancc.
— damage to Hickman County.

Kir TILLERS
0
oo

Federal 114**1 assistan.e *ill bc
espeLially imponant beta's( 14
the expanding foie of redet in
modern farming
"A lot of them do operate on
twwrossed money The way Its

lewes or dike.

.01

FROM PAGE 1
running water for showers and
tect it from rising flood waters toilets should be available by the
weekend, but clean drinking
caused by at least an inch of rain
water is a month away.
in Tuesday morning. Hundreds of
With no water pressure, firevolunteers sandbagged
Flood-waters- knoeked--out-the-fighters-bad to-haul. water-from-aduck pond this morning to fight a
plant on Sunday, contaminating
suspicious fire at a Des Moines
its filters and pumps. Until the
plant is repaired and disinfected, printing business. There were no
injuries.
some 250,000 people arc relying
"It is absolutely. as serious as
on bottled water distributed at 60
it possibly can be," Fire Chief
centers in and around the city.
Charles Morgan. said. —There's
Water Works officials said
only one fire suppression toot and
that's. water."
About 3,500 people in West
Des Moines and Des Moines
-were- urged to evacuate after the
rain•sWelled the Raccoon River
on Tuesday. _Most obeyed.
"We're hoping and praying
these rains SlOW down
little
bit," said Mayor Kenny Carr of

•Dailv & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates
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who is now 11. The boy met
SONORA.- Calif. (AP) — A for first-degree murder and a senDriver at a summer camp where
woman who walked into a cour- tence of- up to- 11 years for
troom and shot the man accused manslaughter. he washed dishes.
Driver was accused of molestDriver, a former mechanie, car
of molesting her son smiled and
__waved to supporters Tuesday as ing four boys in seven separate salesman and furniture mover,
served noorison time fora 1983,
_ she entered court for jury selec- instances__in Tuolumne .County
-between l986 and 1989. Four
child-molestation conviction in
tion for her murder trial.
Ellie Nester was greeted by a instances involved Nesler's son, Santa Clara County.
group wearing "Support Ellie"
T-shirts. She has won widespread
backing in this old frontier town
and surrounding Gold Country
communities. Residents have
organized fund-taisers and a song
has been written about the case.
.Nesler laughed when a court
OUR SPEEDY SERVICE
haita_checked her.and others for
IS
weapons with a hand-held metal"WAIT REDUCING"!
detector. She told reporters during a lunch break that she •felt
upbeat but nervous.
"When I hear things about my
1ngel Adarng
l'harrnanst
• being a vigilante, of course, that
bothers me," she added. "I am
not a vigilante."
"Our greatest hope is that we
will get a fair jury, not persons
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
that have pre-judged the case and
believe Ellie is a vigilante," said
Tony Scrra, Nester's lawyer,
before the opening session.
Serra said later that Tuolumne
.County Superior Court Judge
William G. Polley had imposed a
gag order preventing him from
discussing details of the proceedings. Prosecutors flatly refused to
comment.
No one disputes that Nester,
40, walked into a -courtroom on
April 2 and fired a gun five times
into the head of Daniel Driver, a
35-year-old man accused of molesting her son. Driver was in
court for a preliminary hearing
and Nester had been scheduled to,
testify against him.
Several people saw her do it
and she has admitted it in
interviews.
-Television and movie producers raced to Sonora until prosecutors revealed in May that Nester
had used the drug methamphetamine the day of the killing.
the
Jurors must decide if Nester
plotted Driver's death by going to
Driver's preliminary hearing prepared to kill instead of just tesHighway 121 North
tify, or whether, after seeing him
Mayfield, Kentucky
in the courtroom, she was blinded
by rage and unable to tell right
from wrong.
Election of trustees will be held. A color
"The laws need to be changed
television will be given as a first prize.
and until they are we're going to
have other victims like Elhe.
Also presented will be free phone service for
They keep on letting people molJanet
Bighchildren,"
added
est
one year, as well as service for six months.
am, 39, of nearby Oakdale.
If Nester is found guilty, her
Children's prizes will be awarded, and
state of mind could mean the difthere will be cash prizes as well as
ference between a life sentence
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governor and courts — something
like American states or Canadian
provinces.
But both critics and supporters
of President Boris Yeltsin sec
frightening similarities to the.,
independence movements that
,shaltered the Soviet Union in •
1991.
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin said Monday that similar demands for regional autonomy were heard "when we
started to take the Soviet - Union apart, and now the same words
are being said by other people."
Yeltsin clearly hopes the status
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Vladivostok

List. Russia•s pros inses are &slating themstive4 -•republics"
and demanding greater independence trom Moscow.
Regional leaders deny their
goal is secession. They say the
only effective way to fight separatism and preserve Russia is to
give the provinces more power.
such as the right to levy taxes.. set
educational policy, and control
natural resources.
- Their rallying cry is that Russia must change from a supeicentralited, bureaucratic state into a
true federation of equal regions.

„I R u „,,,,
iikes an he
thaw rights as the repuNe. On
ss‘wked out in the process ot
Juls I. Yeltsin's home region ot
relining and rattfying the consti
Sserdlossk in the t rat Mounuin•
mum that the ‘onsention he on
simply dedared itselt the '1 ral.
tenet' endkw.e..1 on %lona+) .
Republi.
e has heard lots 01 Mine%
A week later. the tar fastens
that ‘on.titution% cannot be
maritime pros Rise ot Proinwsky
stetted during periods Of crisis
Krai followed suit. establishing
port
its "capital" in the Pa.
But coninion sense and experiof Vladivostok.
ence tell us that new COIISII1USiam rn•ttSelf- can be -stabiltemg,"
Earlier this year. St Petersburg
Yeltsin said Monday
also demanded the status ot a
The president's chief antagonist, parliament speaker Ruslan republic. -along with Vologda and
Khashulatov, claims that •Yelt- diamond-rich Sakha. -formerly
sin's -constitutional convention is known as Yakutia.
largely responsible l'ortirring up
Most of the regions are looking
the regions.
"What will the consequences to improve their economic lot by
be! It's completely., obvious that keeping .2 larger share of the
revenues from their natural
we are already talking.about the
disintegration of Russia," Khasresources and industry. Those
with the greatest advantages, like
bulatov said in an intervieW published alongside the cartoon in
heavily forested. Karelia and oilTuesday's Sovietskaya Rossiya.
producing Chechnya, have been
- -Ruscra torks ists of
republm. ifTe -011.7sPinsi.10.utt.
and 68 regions. Most have
existed for decades. They were an
The draft constitution — with
attempt by Soviet authorities to compromises and ambiguities —
'•
placate ethnic minorities, such as tries to satisfy them all. Regions
•
Tatars, Kalmyks and Chechens, would get equal economic rights •
by allowing a degree of selfwith republics, without all the
government.
same political powers. Really
•
But the "autononiJus" regions •tough issues.. strch--as who can
had re'il autonomy dilly In cutter ltaxes arWhow the federal'
al matters and bowed to Moscow
budget is financed, would be left
on practically everything else.
to future legislation.
Nerw. the provinces are vying
for power, both with Moscow and
Even so. some regional leaders
with each other. .
predicted that their provincial
At the constitutional convenlegislatures would oppose the
tion,- regional representatives .draft and force the convention to
'insisted they should have the
reconsider it next month.
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Davey Allison had common touch

Murray Ledger & Times
WALTER L APPERSON
Publisher

ALICE ROUSE
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'Where there is no cision, the' people perish

d as
the
itonneti d
of
It was a weekday in May of
testing at Tallakga
1992 and Ias getting ready to
16 • htlVb hag hi% heart
That ‘h0,
kave the - Indianapolis Motor
SPeOWAY.
Dates Alli.on's death was
Someone stopped me and said
once again a reminder of hos
something about Dasey Allison
fickle lak 'is. He is,the second
being in the media room.
NASCAR driser to die this year.
I turned around and headed
not at he hands of the great
Ledger di Times Staff Writer
back to find the NASCAR driver,
speed they chase every Sunday.
because I happened to be a big
despite being raised in a lama) the Michigan International but from aircraft crashes. Alan
fan of Davey Allison.
Speedway. He had dominated the
Kulwilo. the reigning NASCAR
of stars. Davey Allison may have
Allison was getting ready to
circuit earlier in the year, but
Winston Cup champion. died earleave himself. He had flown up
been the nicest guy I have ever
talked to in my journalism career. couldn't hold his lead in the lier this year after a plane crash
from Charlotte, NC., to look
in cast Tennessee.
Polite, soft-spoken, very down to Points standings.
around at the Speedway, and visit
We lost Davey this week.. He
earth, he talked to my friend and
with Michael .Andretti (they were
Watching good men die young
me like he had known us for died Tuesday morning after a is tough. It happens every day.
both sponosored by Havoline).
He was going back to Charlotte
years. We talked about his boots, helicopter crash in Talladega, but watching it happen to a eele•
,
-11a4ao--win-a
for The Wirriteirt--NASCAles—
tirrty --wher-drdn't- aerlik LL LDavey Allison was 327 years ririly. is
equivalent of an all-star race.
million bonus NASCAR offers
h
11 Y
g •
He had already met the press, for winning four particular races old. He had a full life in front of
Davey Allison touched milhim.
lovely
a
small
Two
children,
but he took a few minutes of his
and his past experience at the
wife, a legacy of racing to carry., lions of lives, not just ones like
time to talk to me and a friend of Indianapolis Motor Speedway
on. His family's legacy was mine that he crossed, but the milmine — two guys from a little (which had not been pleasant).
something he was not only very lions of fans who love stock car
paper in central Indiana.
I saw Davey Allison again
racing. It was nice to know that
Davey Allison had every rea- _about six weeks later. I was there proud of, but something he
going to carry on the AJljhS-was
son to be arrogant. Fri had just for the first time- they 'ci-tettilled seemed to thrive on:
son racing tradition for decades.
the
race
Incredibly,
track
stock cars out at 1he ,pcedway,
turned 30 years old, and there
-was no -question, thirEe was for a lire test listJune. Same -didn't take—his Ile. It never— Now: that'S gone.'
for
Allison,
who
Bobby
the
Davey Allison. I couldn't wait to could. After his crash at Pocono,
going to be a dominating- stock
car racer for years to come —
see him drive at the Speedway he climbed back in the car later second time in a year will be
burying a son this week, was on.
for real when they finally let in the week and raced.
just like his father Bobby had
Davey Allison was getting television last night, as strong as
ken.
stock cars onto the Brickyard.
The next few weeks were to be ready for a race at Talladega, but he ever was. He said that his
Earlier in the year, Davey Allicar
very
stock
biggest
tough-on-DaveyHe that wasn't the'reason he was fly- family had a strong Christian
son had won the
suffered a very severe crash at ing into the speedway on Mon- background, and understood that,
race of the bunch, the Daytona
-—
—
500.
Pocono in July. He lost his day. He was there to lend support it was 'God's will.
David
family.
to
Bonnett,
friend
of
kind
faith.
had
wish
that
success,
brother
that
all
Clifford
an
in
But despite
accident at

David Ramey
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton taking on
more Reganesque
look in last month
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press haws Analysis

WASHINGTON (AP) — A month ago, the United States seemed to
some well on its way to becoming an international has-been, too poor
and too uncertain to cope with the vagaries of the post-Cold War era.
President Clinton appeared content to focus on domestic-issues:The
military was more wary of Clinton than it had been with any prcdecessor in recent memory. On Bosnia, he was scorned when, after deciding
to use force against the terbs, he backed down in the face of European pressure. In an earlier time, the Europeans simply would have
followed America's lead.
A top State Department official, Peter Tarnoff, gave plenty of
ammunition to the America-is-in-decline school by suggesting the
United States was being forced by a lack of resources to cut back on
its international commitments.
After almost a half-century of calling the shots, was the United
States really- in full retreat, ready for a far more peripheral role
globally?
No, not based on what has happened over the past month. Consider
the following:
On June 12, U.S. warplanes ,Iannclo:d dirattack against a-Sonraliwarlord in retaliation for the killing of 23 Pakistani peacekeepers..
Five days later, the warlord's headquarters were seized by United
Nations forces backed by U.S. air power.
On June 27. Clinton ordered a missile attack on-an Iraqi intelligence
installation in Baghdad in retaliation for an alleged Iraqi assassination
plot against former President Bush two months - earlier in Kuwait.
Seemingly-eager -10---do-tatt1e---agaitrwith the Iraqis-, Secretary -ofState Warren Christopher said Friday another milltary attack on the
Iraqis was "entirely possible" if Saddam Hussein refused to cooperate with U.N. weapons inspectors.
The next day, Clinton sounded downright Reaganesque, warning the
North Koreans that if they ever use nuclear weapons, "it will be the
end of their country." The North Koreans, seemingly eager to please,
—took-the unusual-step shordy--theseafter_nf owning over the remains of
17 American servicemen unaccounted -for since Clinton was a toddler.
Finally, on Monday, the last of 300 U.S. troops arrived in Macedonia as part of Clinton's goal of preventing the spread of war in the
' Balkans.
'Clinton and-liis team liage giown le-aRrihirTfr other ikays. Theytook the lead in successfully reversing a coup attempt in Guatemala a
month ago_ They also persuaded North Korea on June 11 to take back
a decision to drop out of a key arms control agreement.
And more recently, Haitian negotiators reached agreement on a plan
calling for the return of ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide on
Oct. 30. Joao Baena Sciares, secretary general of the Organization of
American States, said American influence in the negotiating process
was decisive.
At last week's summit ofindustrial democracies in Tokyo. Clinton•
won more rave reviews than he had at any time since the inauguration.
Clinton, said The Washington Post, "knows all about bad weeks but
he had a good one" in Tokyo. In both form and. substance, the summit
was a triumph for Clinton, surprising even close aides.
But Bosnia continues to haunt the administration: Citing the appillinkhumanitarian disaster in the Balkans, The New Republic says [los:ma is the one country Where Clinton can demonstrate that his display
of foreign policy assertiveness, including his-witlingnes-s.-to talce-un--- Iraq militarily,- was not just an aberration in an otherwise fainthearted
foreign policy. The magazine asserts that Serbian leader Slobodon
Milosovich is no less descrying of such treatment than Saddam.
The raid on Baghdad, it says, "does not quite retire some of the
larger questions about the direction of this administration's conduct in
world affairs."
a-

ME CLINTON EFFECT ON JAPANESE 'BUSINESSMEN HAS STILL TO BE CALCULATED,

Strugglingfor the soul ofAmerica

EDITOR'S NOTE — George Gedda has cosered foreign affairs
for The Associated Press since 1968.

GUEST EDITORIAL
June 25L, Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail, on social
programs:
During the eight-year presidency of Ronald Reagan, a record $3.7
trillion (yes, trillion) was spent on social welfare programs. Some
worked. Social Security is a good example.
Many didn't work. Take the homeless problem. Advocates wanted
more housing programs.
However, the problem wasn't housing. Research now shows that up
to 83 percent of the homeless are drug-addicted, alcoholic, mentally ill
or some combination of the three.
Building more shelters does not solve the problems.
In New York City, half the families placed in permanent housing
later return to the shelter system. Washington, D.C. reports the same
recidivism rate.
- Under Reagan, a record $87 billion was spent on housing. The
annual appropriation for housing doubled between 1981 and 1989. Yet
the 'housing problem continues to plague cities large and small.
Instead of_ demanding more money for housing, homeless advocates
should demand tharmoney be spent effectively. Treatment programs
for drug and alcohol abuse make more sense than building more
Oielters.
There is much to be learned from the federal government's spending splurge of the 1980s. Programs should be judged by their effectiveness, not in terms of dollars spent.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
•
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

At opposite ends of the country,
in Washington and here in Hawaii,a
struggle for the soul of America is
being Waged. The issue'is whether
the government should Continue to
disapprove of the homosexual life
style or retreat in the face of a wellorganized campaign by a small

CAL'S TI!OUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Slytificared-toltuntast —

In Washington, the Joint Chiefs
arc hanging tough, not wanting to
compromise on the principle that
sanctioning the presence of homosexuals in the military would
impede the ability of the armed
forces to effectively perform their
duties.
In Hawaii, the state 'is preparing
to argue in court that it has a
compelling interest in maintaining
the ban on homosexual marriage.
This follows a state supreme court
ruling on May 5 that unless the state
can demonstrate such a compelling
interest, the ban constitutes sex
discrimination.
Because states grant reciprocal
benefits to those who marry in any
state allowing homosexuals to
marry in Hawaii could confer on
them the same rights enjoyed by
married heterosexual couples in all
50. Such a ruling would forever
change the definition of family and
have profound 'societal implications, placing homosexuals on a
legal par with heterosexuals.'
Fortunately, numerous legal precedents should be sufficient to uphold the state's'position, unless the
state supreme court is determined to
legislate from the bench (a practice
not ,unknown) and change our na-

tion's social structure by judicial
fiat.
In cases in which homosexuals
have petitioned courts for permission to marry,claiming there was no
statutory law against it, the courts
have ruled that the absence of such
specific prohibitions was not meant
to authorize gay marriages. In Jones
vs: Hallahan, the U.S. Supreme
Court said,"Marriage was a custom
long before the state commenced to
issue licenses for that purpose .... In
all cases marriage has always been
considered as the union of a man
and woman and we have been
presented with no authority to the
contrary."
The very definition of marriage -

that it is a relationship of men and
women - precludes a same-sex
union in the eyes of the__state.
Black's Law Dictionary says."Marriage is defined as the civil status,
condition or relation ofone man and
one woman united in law for life,for
the discharge to each other and the
community of the duties legally
incumbent upon those whose association is founded on the distinction
of sex."
Webster's Dictionary defines
marriage as "a state of being married, or being united to a person or
persons of the opposite sex as
husband or wife: Also the mutual
relation of husband and wife abstractly, the institution whereby

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are Welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "PerspectiVes page by writingieners to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply.with the following guidelines: all • ;** must be signed by the writer, with the
writatis address and telepitiOne number included in case verification is
nectiatry (telephone numbett will not be ptiblished). Letters must not
be more than .500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Tithes, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

men and women are joined in a
special kind of social legal dependence, for the purpose of founding
and maintaining a family."
Every court ruling in the United
States -:before Hawaii's supreme
court decision - has rebuffed all
efforts by homosexuals to win approval-for marrying-basedfm a -141hAmendment right to privacy. So,the
argument made to Hawaii's supreme
court was on the basis of equal
protection. The court agreed that
such a right exists for same-sex
marriages and then said that the
state must demonstrate a "compelling-interest" for keeping the ban.
But the chief judge added that an
evidentiary hearing should be held
to determine whether a person's
sexual orientation is "biologically
fated." Since science has not been
able to prove that one way or
another, the side upon whom the
burden of proof falls is bound to
lose.
Meanwhile, in Washington, Defense Secretary Les Aspin will
present his plan for lifting the ban on
gays in the military to President
Clinton by July 15. Given the
opposition to any change by the
Joint Chiefs, it doesn't appear likely
there will be,much shift from the
present policy.
If homosexuals lose the battle
with the military and are unsuccessful in winning the right to marry, it
would be a clear message that while
the public might not object to what
consenting adultsd6in private,they
will not allow society vs give homosexual practice a cultural stamp
of approval.
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Jr. ha.
'mown dosser, like he saw
14 MAVIS bb pe‘t-duor -neighbors
in Feessadins Brach. Fl. A
membitt of the elite t .S. Arm,
Rangers. Sydnor flirted with
danger on a dad, basis. He
tommanded infantry disisions
and battalions in the Korean
and % irtnam wars. Ile also took
part in the daring raid on A
prisoner-or-war camp at Son
Tay. 'North %ietnam. siow
retired, Col. Sndor has
receked numerous honors and
medals.
Sydnor.
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-Now-sots tiled to -he mar
ned to a living legend"' Thar
question. asked of Jean SOnor
by a young West Point graduate
in December 1991 at the Moun
tamll Ranger Camp in Dalonegha.
Ga.. caught her by surprise.
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is a man of
contrasts, a person of depth who
can handle strikingly different
roles with aplomb. The Fernandina Beach resident is also a reci-.
pient cir
Cross and an astounding number
of other awards and decorations.
It is hard to believe that this
as the Ground Force Commander. sional Medal of Honor: the Silver in
the classroom, and that's what
devoted husband. father and subStar: the Legion of Merit with
It is the • stuff of which great
I tell the kids to do, too. A teachstitute teacher, with his softstories are made. In the book, two Oak Ousters; the Distiner's got to .do that."
spoken, gentle demeanor, was a
guished Flying- Cross: Bronze
THE RAID, author Benjamin
member of the daring-rough..ancl
CI:hemmer unfuld.i.an account of Star: Air Medal with_nine--Ciak—
Leak Clusters; the Vietnamese
tough elite U.S. _Army Rangers
that hold rescue attempt, with
—whese-faitaliting-eicilts-and-hertsic--p14-aarl--acationCrocg
C-414aPtry: and- Master
Parachutist Badge.
deeds behind enemy lines are the
than any fiction.
pride of America.
Sydnor commanded the . 1st a Nearby, bearing the image 'of
Born and reared in .Auburn, the
Special Forces Group, and served an eagle- graying the aAjnerican
smalltown boy always dreamed
as director of the U.S. Army's Flag in its talons, the large and
beautiful Ranger Hall of Famer
of serving in the armed forces.
Ranger Department from June
His first choice was the Marines,
Medal is displayed.
1977 to May 1980.
but when he found .the Marine
Consricuously missing is the
The culmination of Sydnor's
-recruiting-stations-dosed-for
- 'illustrious service came on June -- Purple- Heart: How, in view of all
day in a' viisit he made shortly
-lg. 1992, when he was inducted , the hazardous assignments, did
after his high school graduation. '- into the Ranger Hall of Fame.
Sydnor manage to escape injury?
he was so eager to get started thatOnly 21 of the a most extracir-_ - "Just lucky. I guess," he
he signed "Bp for the. Navy
dinar), Rangers in U.S. history replied.
instead.
Lucky, yes: also cunning, tit,
have tieen selected for this honor.
Sydnor served as a submariner
beginning with Capt. Benjamin sharp-witted, strategic and • thorfrom 1945:1948,afid_spent,
Church,a war hero.ol.1675. The siuitbJy trained.
liov.cver. it takes e‘en-more to
good bit of that. tithe suffering
Selection Board subjects each
from chronic seasickness.
nominee to intense scrutiny .to be a Ranger. One must have faith,
When he. was discharged he
ensure that only the finest of the . in a power greater than oneself, a
went back to school, joined the
fine are chosen. In Sydnor's Case- 'creed by IA hiL-h one -lives and a
cause tor which one is willing to
the vote was . unanimous.
R.O.T.C., at Western Ky. Univer"When I was told that I had clicqualities that mold great
sity, and was commissioned -a
_Second Lieutenant of Infantry in ._been _chosen, 1. felt that I had to. _countries_ __as_ well.
•g-re-at
persons.
7
be dreaming," he said:
the U.S. Army in 1953. The air
S>ilnor has changed occupa-At that time he was recovering
proved to-be a more benign elefrom open heart surgery, yet was tions, hut the characteristics that
ment than the sea, and he served
present at the lnauguaral induc- were the mark of an Outstanding
in the U.S. Army 11th Airborne
lion at Fort Bcnning, Ga., only Ranger remain the same and add
Division.
He commanded a company in
two days after his hospital • special dimension to his work as
a teacher.
the 2nd Infantry Division in the
release.
ouh
g retired from military
A small •-rh-stiqy at their home on
Korean War and the 1st Battalion
Del Ray, juk off Amelia operations. Sydnor still serves his
327th Airborne Infantry Regihis
Parkway, holds mementos of country well by apply
ment in Vietnam.
leadership abilities, to
guiIn 1970, he was one Of the first • those glorious days.
yo4ili,
On- the-wall;-18 medal* share<a- -dazAccvolunteers -recnrited to-pal ti< pate
•
"While I don't try to be a role
single picture frame. Among
in the daring and controversial
raid on the prison-of-war camp at' these are the Distinguished Scr- model, I think am one." he said.
vice Cross, which is _second in "I do try to demonstrate integrity,
Son Tay, North Vietnam. Sydnor
distinction
only to the Congres- dependability and responsibility
coordinated, planned and served
Indeed. Sydnor

young
r day,
ce4e-
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Satin Acrylic Latex House Paint combines all weather durability, a rich low luster
satin finish and high-hiding coverage Resists mildew stains and fading S14P9 K 401 562 F4
-

WeatherAll $11GAL
44*
Flat Acrylic Latex House Paint .-, our best exterior
_Eaint that provides a tough weather and fade resistant finish
for years of good looks' Features easy soap and water
HPX9 K 351 643 Fd
cleanup.
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4-In. Point Brush is our best for use with latex or
oil finishes. Tapered polyester bristles apply
paint smoothly
1007 K 201 269 6
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E-Z Kare Flat Latex Wall Finish gives
interior walls and ceilings a trig-Tdsting, veivlV
finish that's washable too- so its ideal for any
room! Spotter resistant for easy application
Soap and-water cleanup Available in over
F7F1 K35-4 2170
1.000 colors'
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Murray Home & Auto

Semi-Snmoth

•

Made in

9-In. Semi-Smooth Roller Cover Is
designed far maximum point pickup and
release 3/8-in nap for semi-smocth
fICS-015 207 613 12
surfaces

.74aCilratat)
Chostnta it. • 753-2571
M-F 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7-304:00

Salon

Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs.- Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Store
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aid %esti-in Kentucky farmers
aid how •ompames damaged by
Asiou massissippi nser flood in

Ste* ************************************************************************

41

Storey's

In a kaer delisceed to President
Go...mot firereton Junes
..lisl Lean Panetta, the Director of
u. (hit:c 01 Management and
iiudget...Rep" K.uk stated "Agn
Attire is the loges* industry in my
..I:suist and %uric of thc best farmland eststs along the Mississippi
it in Ballard.Carlisle, Fulton and
Ili,kman COUAlles The port city of
Padukah. located at the junction of I*
the Tennessee and Ohio rivers approximately 35 miles from where
the Ohio empties into the Mississippi, is the center of our nation's
inland marine industry. Several
barge companies operate excluels on the Mississippi river hauling Slid% est grain. The bargeindustry employs nearly 5,000 individuals directly and indirectly in the
Paducah and Henderson areas.
411natIete+rarge-companier-tharruil
exclusively on the Missistippi will
face financial ruin if the Mississippi
remains closed until the middle of
August, as is currently predicted.
Also, it is expected that approximately 36,000 acres of prime farmkind with crops will be underwater
by the end of July."
,.: Pr sg(1.01 aillIQUAS—PrePa
ring

It

`-014)1)311 ,
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PAPER TOWELS
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Jones asks *
4(
for federal -sr
disaster aid.

wmi 9118 mum

I% MILK

LEMONADE 44
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PEACHES

MAKES 8 QUARTS
BUY I, GET I

SI99
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REiELFIXIT

88c FREE! 1 1
29 OZ. CAN

GALLON

12 OZ.
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emergency aid legislation that will
TAB.
__-_,--.likely be introduced in the House of
Representatives next week: "I will 4(
" '•. .„,_ .
"
C •••••s____ ..s
fight to- ensure that die citizens and "Sc
businesses in 8Eir district damaged *
by this flood receive the help that *
TWO
they need. FEMA, the Department *
WEN
of Agriculture and the Small Busi- •
PLASTIC
ness Administration will all
.1
have 4
1
24
PR. 12 OZ. CANS $5.39
emergency powers to provide 41
LIMITED FLAVORS
grants and loans to citizens and .4(
i
businesses damaged by the flood. *
AR
My office is prepared to help those *
that need assistance. If you need 4.,
.
SS
assistance, contact my chief-of. ..VE
,..
staff, Robby Miller in my Washing- "•L
IL
'ton office at 202-225-3115."
*
TWO
*
LITER
PLASTIC

SOFT DRINKS

PEANUT BUTTER
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C
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99
.
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45

!
K
r
7
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Brercton Jones has
requested that 23 Kentucky counties he declared federal disaster
areas as a result of the severe
-weather on June 4.
Such•a declaration would make
the areas eligible for a range of
stfecIll 4a-gsiitance:- *- -- Preliminary damage estimates
from the storms have reached
$3.5 million, including damage to
rural electric systems, public
facilities and the cost of debris
removal.
The. 23 counties are Boyle,
• Breckinralge, Clay, Crittenden,
Estill, Grayson, Green, Hardin,
Hart, Jackson, LaRue, Laurel,
Livingston, Madison, Marshall,
McCracken, McLean, Ohio, Pulaski, Rockcastic, Taylor, Washington and Webster.
Jones had previously requested
special assistance for agriculture
losses- in---30-eoulitiet;
-

Wife in sexual
abuse case
files for divorce
•

•

MANASSAS, Va. (AP) - A
woman charged with cutting off
her husband's penis with a kitchen knife/last month in retaliation
for alleged sexual abuse has filed
for divorce.
Lorcna Bobbitt on Monday
filed for divorce from John Bobbitt in Prince William Circuit
Court, claiming he abused her.
Her lawyer, James Lowe,
called her ''the classic battered
wife."
Mrs. Bobbitt has been charged
with malicious wounding. Commonwealth's Attorney Paul B.
Ebert said he has not decided
whether to charge her husband in
the alleged sexual abuse.
Rape allegations remain under
investigation and authorities are
awaiting results of tests on Mrs.
Bobbitt, Ebert said.
Bobbitt was- released from the
hospital • last weekend and is
recuperating from more than nine
hours of surgery to reattach the
penis.
.
Bobbites chances of a full
recovery are promising, said
David Berman, one of two doctors ,who operated ,on him.
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ICE CREAM
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FRESH, LEAN PORK
PICNIC STYLE

"GREAT ON THE GRILL"
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
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KOOL-AID CANNISTERS

MOSCOW (AP) — Princess
Anne had a wild ride to the Moscow airport during a visit to the
former Soviet
an-unidentified car tried to ram her limousine and then sped away in a hail
or police gunti&-.7- —
The British princess was
traveling to the airport by limousine Saturday when a sedan sped
into the right lane alongside
police cars that flanked the limo,
the newspaper.Commersant Daily
reported.
Police _ordered the car to back
off, but instead it nearly rammed
Anne's car, provoking a burst of
police gunfire. The sedan quickly
veered away from the motorcade
and sped off. Police were • under
orders not to break from the
escort and- couldn't chase the car,
which hasn't been found, officials f said:
Nolvody in Anne's enuiurage
was hurt, the newspaper said:
The inciaent Was contimed by
police spokesman Stanislas
Yablochkin, who said the scrape
was probably reckless driving.
not an assassination attempt-.
The British Embassy's assistant press attache, Jo Mcthail.
wouldn't comment.

Top-Notch
Defense

44

DECOTA VALLEY WHOLE

NEVi IONK 14Pi
Pauly
Shave might he gamins. bat that
dorsal 110;essars4 mesa he's
MOP,'
haven•I had a girlfriend in
so long.'• the comedian laments
The MT' sides) skk and star
olf the curreni nios ic -Son In
Law" says he ha. n.1 ivrohleni
auras:tog women. but
thes
only like him hesause Ives lam
pas. "Underneath. I'm a very
lonely person,"„ he said in an
interview last week
__ Shore also defended his meseclown-curkd Valley Dude
image.
"Of course, I'M annoying .10
older people," he said. "But
that's better, to please little kids
or older people" Little kids arc
the ones who arc our future. If I
t n niakeihemiaugh because I'm
a goofy, funny character, that's
cool. Look at Mickey Mouse.••
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Shore says
he is lonely

British royalty
escapes danger
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North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K .1 5 4
1r 1093
•6)9
•A .16
WEST
EAST
+ 61762
•83
V 952
V K.1764
•.)10762
*853
+3
•K Q9
Sol TR
• 109
•A 8 • •A K 4
•11) 7542
The bidding:
North East
South West
14
I'ass
2 41
l'as-e
3+
Pass
3NT
Opening lead — six of diamonds.
The chief objective of a defend
ing pair is to make the most of their
combined partnership assets. It fol.
lowsfrom this that top-notch defense
depends heavily on partnership cooperation.
Consider this de1 -where West.
leda diamond against three notrump
Declarer won with dummy's queen
and played the ace and another dui),
hoping to catch a singleton honor or
find the suit divided 2-2.
But West showed out on the second club,and furthermore discarded
a low diamond'on East's 'queen of
clubs. This discard dearly indicated
that West had lost interest in diamonds, the suit East might otherwise have re-turned. So East shifted
to the six of hearts, ducked by South
and won by West with the queen.
West returned a heart, forcing the
_
.
WC.
Declarer realized it would he suicide to continue with dubs at this,
point, which would surely lead to
defeat. So he turned his attention to
spades, leading the nine. South
planned to let the nine ride and, if
the finesse succeeded,he intended to
lead the ten next and overtake it
with dummy's jack.
Had everything gone as South
planned,he would have finished with
ten tricks. But,unfortunately for him.
Westthrew a spanner into the works
by covering the nine of spades with
the queen! As a result of this magnificent play, declarer was able to
score only the A-K,J ofspades and he
finished down one.
It is true that South could have —
and should have — settled the issue
at the outset by attacking spades
instead of clubs, but this does not
diminish the credit due._
for a fine defensive performancefrom
start to finis!).
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital report released

JO's DATEBOOK

Pur Tenn
tea Worse wneht At 1 Boa Ile
Wiley Wawa Ciwk At G. Ilea $7
Para. Tenn Guy I Boggess At 1
Boa 14. Harlan
Cody L FreMene P0 eim 121.
PuerMit. Tenn Muss Memo C Wailer1554 Canterbury, Murray.
. Miss Teresa Lynn Bloath. At 1. Box
432, Cisibertavitle. Carlo Eihon At. S.
Be. S116. Murray. Home Ahart At
.
Box 157A.
Mrs Lisa A Fletcher, Fit 1. Be.
27$A, Benton. Mrs Liss Lowry. 415
West Ninth St. Benton. Mrs Ruth Holland. At 3. Box 350. Murray

One nevitioni admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
July 12. have been released as
Follows:
Nearbent adiniasion
Mann baby pd. mother. Lisa Martin, At 7. BOK 566. Banton
Oisaiissala
Mrs Erica Umann Turner and baby
girl RI 7. Murray: Gamma H Hulse,
202 North Eighth St . Murray.
Mrs Jan Marie Nekula and baby girl
Sawyer, 1001 Birch St.. Apt 2. Benton, Robert Bryan, Ftt 1, Box Ill.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Callaway Carney High- Sebald Sier-Raied Council will meet
faraday. Judy IS. at 4 p.m. at the high school Jeff) Amity. principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Barnett reunion on Saturday
Descendants of John and Pocationtus Barnett will have a reunion on
Saturday. July 17. at lila Hazel Community Center A potluck meal will be
served The reunion will be from 10 a m to 4 p.m

Carter reunion planned July 24

ATTENTION HAIRDRESSERS:
DO YOU NEED MORE MONEY?

A reunion of the Elidge and Ada Carter family wilT be Saturday. July 24, at
Farmington Community building. A potluck lunch will be served at 1 p m All
relatives and friends are invited to attend

Oaks Golf Tourney has openings

Try A Booth Rental At The Beauty Box
$60 For A 3 Day Minimum or $ao Per Week

There are still some spots available in the Men's Invitational Golf Tourna:wit at Oaks Country Club on Saturday,and Sunday, July 17 and 18. For
details calf- Jim White at '753-6454.

The Beauty Box

Methodist Circles to go to Reelfoot
Members of Matt
Matte Bell Hays and Waters-Doran Circles of First United

Dixieland Center On Chestnut St. 753-7132
Call Sharon Kelso at 435-4229 o'r Faye Hurt at 474-2308

Methodist Church Women will meet Thursday, July 15, at 11 a.m. logo to
the Reelfoot Youth Mission at Tiptonville. Tenn. Two church members, Judy
Stahler and Effie Kemp, are spending the week at the camp helping with the
many duties there. Members of these circles will assist in food preparation
on Thursday at the mission. The Wesleyan Circle is there -today assisting
and one of the church's Sunday School classes: will help on Friday.
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Sponsored by Murr., shrine t. tub

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
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National Guard Armory
hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

Home Cooked Meals and Breads, Pies
and Desserts Made Fresh Daily

9
Call In
Orders
753-2348

1!I
--OPEW6-PAYSA WEEK

Urn

Tuesday thru Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
5 to 8:30 p.m. Each Day

eenbau5

(Closed Wednesday Evening)

Serving Cafeteria Style

—and-

No

'Beginning August 3rd. we will be
open on Wednesday evenings.

121North
ad.)
02 Coldwater
(2111
Murray

NTIA
COPENHAGEN SKOAL PULLING CIRCUIT

TRUCK:
8puti
TRACTOR

1st Annual Cottage
Grove/Whitlock Volunteer
Fire Department
Championships
Henry County Fairgrounds • Paris, TN
Saturday, July 17, 7:00a.m.

Sponsors
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Dodge Jeer fog*
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•Noir wriairra
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Announcing...

-

Culver and Boren vows
will be said on Aug. 7
Lisa Culver and Jason Boren announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
• •
Miss Culver is the daughter of Eddie and Rita Culver of 'Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ebith Hopkins of Almo and the late
Alben B. Hopkins .and of Mrs. Vena Culver. of Hardin and the late
John L. Culver.
Mr. Boren is the son of Herbert and Patricia Boren of New Providence. He is the grandson of Mrs. Hazel Sanders of Hammond, Ind.,
and the late Leroy Sanders, and of Hobert and Minnie Boren of Cadiz.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed at Hancock Biological Station, Murray State
University.
•
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway' County High
School and is employed by Lambert Vending Company-.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 7, at 6 p.m. at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church, located east of Dexter off Highway 1346.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, July14
Cesarean Birth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County llospital.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.
Summer Bible Conference/7
p.m./Northside Baptist Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Chnst.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University Church of
Christ.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.. •
First United Methodist Church events
include Wesleyan Circle to Reelfoot/8
a.m.; Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Tom Turner Gathering/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include Day
Camp for ages 7-10 at 9:30 a.m.; Ladies'
Bible Study/10 a.m.; 1.ibrary open/6:15
p.m.; Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting
and Children's Super Summer
Studies/6:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
revival service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Choir Practice/6 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Prayer Group and Game Night after Mass.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.
Thursday, July 15
Calloway County High School SiteBased Council meeting/4 p.m.
Art Workshop/2-4 p.m./Annex of Calloway -County Public Library.
Info/489-2751.
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dresden, Tenn., court
square/9-11 a.m. and Branch of Weakley
County Bank, Palmersville.
Tenn./12:30-2:30 p.m.

Thursday, July 15
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1385.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m /Senior Cituens Center, Benton.
Murray Klwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Murray Civitan Club/noonfilomeplace
Restaurant.
First United • Methodist Church events
,include Manic Bell Hays and, Waters.
Doran Circles of UMW/11 a.m. at church
to go to Reelfoot Mission.
St. Leo Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
Young N Hearts of Glendale • Road
Church of Chnst/10:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church'events include Day
Camp for ages 7-10 at 9:30 a.m. and
Sleepover/7 p.m.; BYWs/7 p.m.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8 p.m.
with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Singles Friendship of Paris,. Tenn./7:30
p.m/Farm Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m.-4:I5 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Food Preservation depending on garden yields/Homeplace; Planetarium
Show/11 a.m., I. 2 and 3 p.m./Visitor
Center; Deer Up Close/10 a.m., Snakes
and Turtles/1 p.m. Eagles Up Close/2
p.m., Red Wolves/3 p.m./Nature Center.
Eagle Nesting Bays reopen to public.
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5500 & 9500 Super Skids
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6200 rour Wheel Drive Trucks(Tennessee State)
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Quilt. Lovers will meet on July 20

Murray Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, July 20, at 6 p.m. in the meeting
room of Calloway County Public Library. The' program will be on 'Machine
Quilting with the Home Dewing Machine presented by Cheryl Slaughter.
This is a program postponed from an earlier date. For more information contact Peggy Smith at 753-4769.

Art workshop planned Thursday

A workshop on 'Wearable Art' will be Thursday. July 15, from 2 to 4 p.m.
in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Participants will need to bring
clothing, white canvas shoes, or fabric to paint, print, marblize and/or tiedye. (Fabric squares will be supplied). For more information or to signup call
Lynn'Warren at 489-2751.

'Stroke Support Group meeting Friday
Stroke Sup-port -Group will meet Friday, July 16, at 2 p.m. in the private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information contact Ann Ingle, R.N., or Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, at _762-1100.

Fire District 6 meeting on Monday
Calloway County Fire District-6 will meet Monday, July 19, at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station on East Sycamore Street, Murray. All
members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Kenlake Hotel plans event
Kenlake State Park will have its Line Dancing on Thursday, July 15, from
7 to 10 p.m,at the-hotel. Deb Poe will be instructor for the dances. A buffet
is served from 5 to 9 p.m. in the dining room. For more information call
Cathy Duncan at 474-2211.

Mt. Zion Cemetem homecoming Saturday

The annual homecoming at NW Zion Cemetery will be Saturday, July 17,
starting about 8:30 a.m. The cemetery is located on Will Doores Road near
Backusburg. All interested persons are invited. Persons unable to attend
may send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Newell Doores,
Rt. 1, Box 58, Kirksey, Ky.

West Murray flans Bible School
West Murray Churdh o Christ will have Vacation Bible School starting
Monday,.July
and . ntinuing Ihrough Fnday,. July
cle.S$el ASK
_
ages will be at 730 pin nightly. Children's Classes will be studying 'Lives
of Various Bible Characters.' Cecil Belcher will teach the adult' class in a
study of The New Life in Christ.' The public is invited to attend the classes
at the church located at Holiday Drive and Doran Road.

Fellowship Church plans event
Christian Fellowship Church at Bnensburg is planning a week for children
July 19-23. A combination Vacation Bible School and Kids Krusade will be
each morning from 9 a.m. to noon. Dick and Pat Crowder, missionaries to
Honduras, will conduct the Kids Krusade. They will feature Scripture Scrambles, Missionary stories, puppets, songs, contests and prizes. For further
information call 1-527-8369.

Higher Praise _plans school
Higher Praise Worship Center will have preregistration for Vacation Bible
School on Saturday. July 17, from 1 to 3 p.m. in the foyer of the church,
located on Industrial Road at Railroad Crossing. Classes for children, ages
3 to 12, will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. starting Monday, Aug. 2, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 6. Allchildren- who preregister will receive a free
gift. For more information call Mike and Karen Eldridge at 759-9410.

Ken-Ten Iris Association plans sale
The Ken-Ten Iris Association will have a rhizome sale on Saturday. July
17,, from 9 a.rn. to 3 p.m. at the E.W. James parking lot on Highway 22 at
Dresden, Tenn. A selection of named variety iris will be on sale. For more
information call 1-901-364-5557.

Buchanan Baptists plan school
Vacation Bible School- will be at Buchanan Baptist Church, located on
Highway 218 at Buchanan, Tenn., starting Monday, July 19, and continuing
through Friday, July 23. Classes for all ages groups will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
each evening. The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Bethlehem Church _plans services
A gospel meeting at Bethlehem Church of Christ, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
will start Sunday, July 18, and continue through Thursday, July 22. Will T.
Winchester will be the speaker for services at 10 and 11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
on Sunday and 7:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday. A potluck meal will be
served Sunday at Hazel Community Center.

Lock-in planned here on Aug. 7
The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb from four area counties are sponsoring a 'Regional Lock-in' for teens who will be entering the ninth through
12th grades plus 1993 graduates. This will be held from 8 p.m. on Friday,
Aug. 6,--until 7 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 7, at Curris Center, Murray State
University. Lots of activities are planned including games, bowling, movies,
live entertainment, a devotional speaker (Mike Tanaro from Lone Oak),
great food, and much more. The cost will be $15 per person. Proceeds from
this event will go toward scholarship funds to assist local students who will
be attending David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn. For registration
information contact Janie Parker at 753-9354 or Peggy Carraway at
435-4501. The registration deadline is July 19.

Airborne servicemen wanted

tottwrir

- r

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

759-1752

The Star
Spangled Girl
July 16 and 17 at 8 p.m.
July 22, 23 and 24
at 8 p.m.
Sunday, July 18 and 25
at 2 p.m.

The 82d Airborne Division Association is trying to locate all former paratroopers and glidermen. The wings earned during military service has made
them eligible for membership. Annual conventions, picnics, meetings,
dinner-dances, and many smaller reunions are planned during the year. The
national convention will be at Nashville, Tenn., in August and All "Ohio
Day's* will be in October. Current members are from the 11th, 13th, 17th,
82d, 101st and smatter units including today's special forces. For details
write or call Airborn Reunion's 1993, 5459 Northc nutt Pl., Dayton, Ohio
45414, or call 1-513-898-5977.
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THE 1993 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES

Saturday, July 24th and Sunday, July 25th
HEmE: "The Uhre,tian Home and Other Issues."
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Sunny Slope Church of Christ
6165 Old Mayfield Rd., Paducah, Ky.

For More Information Call
554-2496, 554-3387
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J. Donald Brock Sr. and Cecilia McDaniel Brock of Murray
announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Rebekah Brock, to Marc Raymond Duchene, son ot Mr: and Mrs,
Raymond F. Duchette of Lewiston, Maine.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. Her=
bert Brock of Mayfield and of the late Mr. and. Mrs. Cecil H. !McDaniel of Dublin, Ga.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. ',start:el Duni of
Lewiston, Maine, and the late Doreen Watson Dual ot Burnley. England; and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Duchene of- Lewiston:Maine. •
Lt. Brock is a graduate of Murray High School and has a bachelor's
degree in -History of Art frorn--aryn-klaw-r-col-lege, Wye- Mawr -Pa-She is..a first lieutenant in the United States Army and is presently
stationed at Vint Hill Farm Station. Warrenton, Va.Lt..Duchette is a.graduatc of StDominic's Regional High School..
Lewiston, Maine, and has a bachelor's degree in Biology trom Colby
College, Waterville,- Maine. He is a first lieutenant in the United
States Army and is presently stationed at Fort Rucker, Ala.. where he
is attending rotary-wing flight training.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Oct. 16, at 6
p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A rweption will follow-at Murray Woman's Club House.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Three-area students have received
degfen gran iiVUstettr•Kt.nrut-ky
University in the spring commencement exercises.
They were the following:
Meredith Leigh Howe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Howe Jr.,
P,AGEANT WINNER — Kailey Michelle Stone, 3, was recently
named Tiny Miss Freedom Fest and for prettiest eyes in her
group. She is the daughter of Kerry and Sandra Stone; sister of
Clint, 9; and granddaughter of Mitchell and Carolyn Stom and
Gerald and Sue Stone. Kailey also received honors at three other
pageants — Miss Graves County High School 0-12 supreme queen.
prettiest eyes and best personality; Southern Royalty at Paris,
Tenn., supreme queen, best fashion, best personality and prettiest
eyes; Regal Mks Pageant, Milan, Tenn., supreme queen, best model, best photogenic and a Disney 'vacation.

1504 Canterbury Dr., Murray,
Bachelor of Science: Braclit'y -Lynn -Weaver,'Th. -W.Box 20. Rentai. Bachelor of
Science;
Jeremy Wayne Easley, -Rt. 6: Box 107, Benton, Bkhelor of
Arts.
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Maylene Chu has been named
a Collegiate Scholastic AllAmerican by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Chu who attends Murray State
University was funninated for AR
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Mr. and Mrs. Richie Richardson, 5618 North 4
- 3rd St., Taco-ma, Wash., arc the parents of a
daughter, Jacqueline Frances
Richardson. horn on Saturday.
Tali
3 tSi. Joseph Viso
-far;
Tacorna.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and 13 ounces. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Hymas of Albuquerque, N.M.,
.. and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Richardson, Rt. 1, Hardin, Ky.
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SPRINGFIELD, Mo.
April
L. Woods has been named to the!
sprang.
Evangel College. A grade point
average of 1.6 ,.r higher on a 4
scale is needed to make the
Dean's List.
Woods. daughter of Ronnie
'sad Pam Woods of Murray. Ky.,
is a 1989 graduate of Calkiway
County High School.
She is a *601 fliajOnflg In - English at Evangel. .a national
four-year Assemblies of God college of arts and sciences.
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leaf binders and index
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane -Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Molly," a female grey cat; "Pixie," a female small Terrier;
"PatchesA a female Calico cat; and "Poodles," a Terrier/Collie mix/puppy. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of
the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m -Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and
closed Sunday. Humane Society is a United Way agency. For information call 759-4141.
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SUPER SUMMER SALE!
HUGE SAVINGS ON GREAT SUMMER FASHIONS !!!
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'TEE SHIRTS
I KNIT SHORTS

00 HANDBAGS
00
KNIT PANTS
• 'SHOES 71
REG. 12.99

REG. TO 21.99

• WOVEN SHORTS900 DENIM 1500
SHORTS
'BODY SUITS
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REG. TO 24.
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EXAMPLE:
ORIGINAL PRICE:

RED LINE PRICE:

59.99

40.00

EXTRA 30% OFF - 12;00

FINAL PRICE:

28.00

Huge assortment of summer dresses in Junior,
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EXAMPLE PER PIECE:
ORIGINAL PRICE:

RED LINE PRICE:

25.99

19.99

EXTRA 40% OFF - 7.99

FINAL PRICE:

12.00

Assorted blazers, blouses,shells, shorts. skirls & pants.
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Edwards'family holds 15th reunion
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The descendants of the Bird
Edwards family met Sunday,
June 27. for its 15th year reunion
at Farmington Community
Building.
H.B. Riley of Nashville. Tenn.,
played the guitar. led in group
singing, and gave the invocation.
Lowell Smith conducted the
business. The group planned

Commercial
Residential
InduStrial
Nerd Construction - ReparS
Maintenance
Quality EleCtriCal Work Since 1971

I•
vt
I

.•
I

Call 759-4960

another reunion for 1994.
Those attending were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Edwards, Judy Howard and Kyle
Howard, Cuba; Homer and Datha
Edwards, Sedalia; Hilda Tanner,
Lake Wales, Fla.; Huburt
Edwards and Kenneth Edwards,
Chicago, III.; /Martha Draffcn,
Carla Draffen and Armenia Duncan. Paducah;
Dewey and Louise Edwards,
Mr.-and Mrs. Charles Riley, Mr.
and Mr. Johnny Riley; Mi. and

Lowell Smith, Gratus Riley.
Mr. and Mrs. Garcia Ray. Tammy
Piscatelle and Ryan and Jennifer,
Carrie Lynn Edwards, Angela
Carpi Edwars, Anna Flood, Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Flood and Samantha, Mr. and Mrs. John Clapp and
Sarah, Andrew and Molly, and
Beverly Winchester. all of
Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. H.R. Riley,
Nashville, Tenn.;*-- Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Gallaway, Lake Wales, Fla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Rushing,
Murray.
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Smith, M.
• Complete Family Health and
PteVentive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of Kentucky
• Admitting privileges Marshall
County Hospital
• Hours: 8:30-5:30 Monday thru Friday

Now through July 31,save
20% on perms and relaxers.
Also save on Paul Mitchell's*
Perm Pak. For only 3.99 you'll
receive a 2-oz. Super Charged
Conditioner, a super gentle •
Detangler Comb, both a 7.45
value, plus a certificate worth
3.99 off your next complete
salon service.

Marshall County Hospital
New Addition
George McClain Drive

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.

Benton, KY

Wale sepal*. last. Sayings off perms
regularly armed $45 and up. Lone hae and
destgn wraps additional charge

For Appointment, Call 527-4803

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
No Appointment
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Necessary Call 759-9811
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
-
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Dakota Blue
Potter born__
Mr. and Mrs. Michael George
Potter of BOX 171, New Concord,
are the parents of a son, Dakota
Blue Potter, born on Wednesday.
June 30, at 8:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six riounds
15 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother -is the •former
Rebecca Lee Ferguson. Another
son—is -Michael Pauf:Potter.
Grandparents are Gregory and
Frankie Ferguson and Joann Higgins, all of New Concord.

KENOSHA, Wis. — Nicole
Jedan, a sophomore at Carthage
College, has been named to the
Dean's and Honors Lists for the
spring semester.
Jcdan, an accounting major, is
the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Dieter Wan, 1304 Olive Blvd.,
Murray.
To be eligible for the Dean's
List, a student must earn a minimum of 3.5 grade point average
for the term, based on at least 12
graded credits.
Jcdan's outstanding academic
performance also qualifies her for
the College's Honors List, a distinction limited to upperclassmen
who have a cumulative grade
point average of 3.4, based on 32
or more graded credits and must
have completed at least 16 credits
during the previous term.
Carthage is an independent
college of the arts and sciences
affailiatcd with the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America

outpatient surgery and in-patient registration. This

teat tire,an innovative

These units -also showed their
ability to provide rapid Military
support to neighbors and allies of
the United States, while- the joint
task force commander and the
joint force air component commander -demonstrated the ability
to operate from ships at sea.
USS Americ-a.is aKitty Hawkclass aircraft -cam& which upports and operates aircraft that
engage in attacks on airborne,
afloat and ashore targets threatening the use of the sea. The carrier
can also engage in sustained
operations in support of other
forces.
This training exercise- exemplified the Navy's .new strategy .
'entitled ."...From the .Sea." in
which forces are poised to swiftly
respond, on short notice, to crises
in distant landsm from the 'sea.
Vance, a 1990 graduate of Cal- •
loway County. High School,
joined the NAvy in June 1991.

Jedan named
to honor lists
at Carthage

clinical area, arc located on the v,rotind floor and - are

tcinsferre

The 11CW t,i. iiit \ on that date.

NAVY FIREMAN RECRUIT
CHARES T. VANCE„ son of
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Wright of
1101 Riverwood, .Murray. recently participated aboard the aircreaft carrier USS America.
homeportcd in -Norfolk, Va., in
"Ocean Venture 93," an Army.
Navy, Marine Corps. Air Force
and Coast Guard training
exercise.
Vance was one of more than
20.500 servicemembers who
trained with forces from the .
'United Kingdom. France and the
Netherlands.
Participants in "Ocean Venture
93," which took place off the
coast, of Puerto Rico, demonstrated the ability .of continental
United States-based forces to
ocprate in a joint/combined environment with little of no
preparation.
The exerevise, conducted /by
the U.S. Atlantic Command,
included joint airborne, amphibious and helicopter-borne assaults

care in the

fl) "t Oh,. rent setting.

Balloons for
alt Occasions
•Mylor & Latex Balloons
•Custom Detign Country Crafts
'Decorative Mugs & Assorted Candy
•Gitt Baskets
•New Arrivals Everyday
•Free Delivery
"Amfhly Saloon louquipf Spivak'
753-5242

w HEARTLAND'S go
COUNTRY CHARM
404 South 12th • Murray
(nee to The Fdge)
Hours:
106. 1.4 Sat

P1NELAKE MEDICAL CENIER
..

•

IN9 Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, Kentucky.42066, Exit 24 Purchase Parkway-
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Mrs. Suzanne
Miller Ecker
Services for Mrs. Suzanne
Miller Ecker are today at 1 p.m.
in Restland Abbey Chapel, Dallas, Texas.
Burial will follow in Restland
Memorial Park.
Mrs.• Ecker. 65, Dallas, died
Monday at Dallas.
•
She was the daughter • Of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W.G. Miller of
Murray. She was a graduate of
Murray High School and Murray
State University.
Survivors include her husband,
Milton E. Ecker, one daughter,
Mrs.Melinda James and husband,
Donald C., and one grandson,
Alexander Milton James, all of
Dallas. one sister, Mrs. Yvonne
M. Blaine and husband, E.H..
Murray.
•-•
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Sign warns
visitors of
hiking dangers
DAWSON SPRINGS. Ky.
Three signs- now warn
(AP)
isitors that climbing is prohibited at Hunter's Bluff, where
15-year-old Christopher Bunch
fell 150 feet to his death while on
an outing last year.
Bunch's father Donald, joined
state Sen.. Kim Nelson, DMadisonville, and state Fish and
Wildlife Resources employees
Monday when the signs were
posted at the--popular- gathering
spot for area young people.
Several other accidents, none
fatal, have _occurred at Hunter's
Bluff as a-resaft-of-eliff climbing
and other activities by visitors
from Hopkins, Caldwell and
other nearby counties.
Until recently, the cliffs were
considered private property. As
long as a private landowner was
involved, it would have been a
private expense to have the-signs
posted.
But the property, about five
miles west of Dawson Springs on
U.S. 62, was recently donated to
the Nature Conservatory and the
state of Kentucky for manages
ment purposes, Nelson said.
Once-the property came under
the control of the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Nelson said he and Bunch were
able to'move ahead and get the
signs up on the property, seven
miles cast of Princeton.
As he approached the edge of
the bluff Monday, Bunch kn'elt on
one knee and placed a bouquet of
red and white flowers to commemorate the death of his son. He
then bowed his head in a moment
of silence.

Rat attacks teen at pool

Mrs. Jimmie L. Miller
Mrs. Jimmie L. Miller, 6/i,
Smithland, died Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at Livington County
Hospital.
Her husband, Bill Miller, and
her parents, James R. and Mabel
LaRue, preceded her in death.

LaRue, Salem; se wral nieces and
nephews.
Memorial services v.ill be
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Smithland. Trhe
Rev. Wayne Carter and the Rev.
Ray Gilliland will officiate.
Smith Funeral Home at SmithSurvivors include two daught- land is in charge of arrangements.
ers, Mrs. Martha Harris. Murray,
Expressions of .sympathy
and Mrs. Jane Noles, SmithlandL - should -4+e made to the Bill and
four sons, Rusty Browning, Jim ru,--Miller Scholarkhip Fund
Smithland, Terrence Browning at either the Livingston County
and Jim Miller, California, and
Board of Education in Smithland
Bill Miller, Paducah; two or the Livingston County Hospital in- Salem.
brothers, Doug LaRue and Dan

George D. Underhill
George D. Underhill, 63, Dexter, died Tuesday _at 9:23 a.m. at
his homc.
He was a member of Dexter
Baptist Church. Born May 31,
1930, in Trigg County, he was
4116-rion of-ihe-late Ciapde-Underhill and Mary Magdalene Kilgore
Underhill.
Survivors include his . wife,
Mrs. Juanita Faye Walls Underhill, to whom he was married on
Jan. 30, 1954; two daughters,
Mrs. Margie Pritchett and husband, Danny. Rt. 1, Dexter, and
Mrs. Jennifer Cunningham and
husband, David, Rt. 2, Murray:
three sons, Douglas Underhill and
wife, Cindy. Rt. 1, Dexter, Dennis Underhill and wife, Angie,
Rt. 1, Almo, and Donald Underhill and wife, Michelle, Dexter.

DANVILLE, Ky.(AP) —.Boyle County Judge-Executive Mary
Pendygraft notified the fiscal
court Tuesday that she will retire.
Aug. 1, ending more than 31
years in county government.
Pcndygraft, who started her
career as secretary to County
Judge Gilbert White on Jan, 2,
1962, said she decided to
announce her retirement when
family members planned a fall

Price

Burial will follow in -Pleasant
Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

trip to Nova Scotia.
"I wanted to take a long vacation in September," Ahe said.
By retiring in August, she
givcsber replacement. a month to
ease into office.
Pendygraft said she will
recommend that Gov. Breretor.
Jones appoint Tony Wilder as her
replacement. Wilder, the circuit
clerk, is the Democratic candidate for the office.

McConnell recognized for spending cut support
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
thorough April 5, and cosponU.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell was sored through April 30. Accordrecognized by the National Tax- ing to the NTUF. McConnell's
payers Union Foundation for a total bill cosponsorship yielded a
record of supporting legislation savings of S12.27 billion.
to reduce federal spending, the
senator.!4 . office . announced _
the 4asrpayers in Kens
•
Tuesday.
tucky demand budget -reform, I
A survey by the NTUF used am doing something about it,"
cost estimates from 194 Senate
McConnell said in a statement.
bills and 427 House bills intro- "Kentuckians know what to de
duced in the 103rd Congress first
cut spending."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Jefferson County health officials
urged the public to become ttiore
aware of the dangers from rats
after a ieen-ager was bitten by
-one that had fallen into a swimming pool.
The youth was attacked while
trying to grab the rodent at the
Sun Valley Community Center
and was taken to a hospital for
trratment with antibiotics.
Metro Parks Director Brigid/
Sullivan declined to give the
15-year-old's name or gender but
said the teen was not seriously
hurt Thursday. The rat was killed

GM to supply
engines for
Georgetown's
Camry plant
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) -Geta8d -1X0Teirs—C
,Orff.'f TeV3ieftrrain Groiip said it has reached an
agreement with Toyota. Motor
Manufacturing USA Inc. to supply engine blocks for Camry
sedans built by Toyota in
Georgetown, Ky.
The Powertrain plant in
Defiance. Ohio, will provide the
Kentucky _plant with- IS0-,00() iron
blocks for 2.2-liter. 16-valve
engines: annually, beginning in
mid-1994, the GM division said
Monday in a statement.
Analysts said the order could
bring GM Powertrain S30 million
to 550 million a year.
"They have to be showing
great confidence in GM," George
Peterson, an analyst with
California--based AutoPacific
Group Inc., said- of- Toyota. Engines currently being
installed in Camrys at the KCntucky plant have American-made
.crankshafts and cylinder. beads,
Toyota spokeswoman Barbara
McDaniel said:
The portion of U.S.-made
Camry parts will remain at about
75 percent with the GM Powertrain order, McDaniel said. Toyota's purchases of U.S.-made auto
parts totaled 51.5 billion last
year.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Markel News Service July 14. trir
Kentucky Port hear Ares Hug Market Repoli Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: act. 200. VsL 225 Barrow. &
4.Ins steady Sows 1.1111-2.00 lower
544.54-45.00
S 1-2 230-230 lb,.
541.54-44.00
1 1-2 210.230 lbs.- •
$44.00-4&50
543.041-44.00
LS 3.4 260-270 tbs.•
Sos
-5311.410.31.00
LN 1-2 220.350 lbs.
LS 1-3 3011-400 lbs.
S31.111111-31.30
531.00-32.011
ES 1-3 400.525 lbs.
IS 1-3 52.5 and up
....
120.00.30.00
1 S 2-3 300.500 lbs.
-- Hoses 520.40-2150

PINELAKE
MEDICAL
CENTER

AM

S.

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
DJIA Previous Close
Air Products.
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Chrysler.--............
Dean Foods
Exxon

+1537
3515.44
3
4
413
/
4+/
6274 + 7/,
55,/s unc
651/2 « 1/4
3
4
593/4 + /
+ 1/4
20 +
647/a + 1/1

Fisher Prke.-......
Ford Motor

+/
3
4
50'!s + 1/4
98/
3
4 '/2
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:A Good ReasonTo Shop Dovinfown

Summer Gift Ideas...
I
5

• Sunflower Candleholders
• Pamted Flower Pots

• Watermelon Vases and Ricture Frames

• Decorative Watering Cans
• Painted Fish & Cat Banks

• Bridal Registry Available

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.-Downtown Murray

753-1462

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BEITER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROER1NGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR--

SCOLIOSIS SCREENING
spinal cnrvatun- is Asir

Relerral ssill he made when indicated
Many adult spinal maladies commence
of this abnormal..,. the most severe ...cur
with minor curvature in the developing
nng in young,de% eloping girls Stnving
child.
reduce the incidence of Scoliosis and the
hest prevention of childhood
or
number of untreated victims, many suites adult --- Scoliosis is early detection of
require mandatory screening for postuie faults which lead to backache and further
and spinal curvature_ Chiropractic plass an damage to hones and their supporting
important role in this service to publis tissues. The best means of detectior,
health, with classroom screening and in even screening.
spunsonng posture analysis booths at state
fairs and community shopping malls
Pr. Mary BroerIngmeyer
livery child should be shes ked for
Scoliosis. "Ilreatment designed to present
--4hiropractorfurther damage should begin .....net/lately
4 miles East on Hwy. 94
SlAiOSIS

There are ceNetal

'A ii 4

Cla.tS111,41141111%

753-2962

Good Isl Vehicles
1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville
White with Burgundy Cloth, 17,600 Miles

1991 Cadillac 6-eV-die
Wnte wtth- Burgundy Leather, New Cadillac Trade-In
1991 Chrysler Fifth Ave.
New Chevrolet Trade-in, White with Blue Cloth
1991 Chevrolet Beretta
White with Grey -Cloth. Automatic, 45,000 Miles.
1990 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
S'lcyl Wheel Base, 350 Automatic,

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Brougham
Lt Beige Cloth Interior, 1 -Owner, Cadillac Trade

Jeffrey A.Carrico, M.D.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

The Health Department dismantled its longstanding rodentcontrol program for the city and
county last year when Louisville
started its own program. Since
then the county has dealt with rat
control on an "as-needed basis,"
Freund said.

1989 Buick Regal Limited
Two Door, Blue Metallic, Blue Cloth, Loaded

Mark D.Irvin, M.D.

• Hilliard Lyons is•rnwitornskorinihis
stock
UNC price uncharged.

property in Shively, on
le's southwest side.
County officials investigated
reports last month that rats had
infested the Brown-Forman property. They found instead that the
rats were thriving in the adjacent
residential. area.
"The problem wayp't on the
distillery property," said Adrian
Freund, director of planning and

summer. — We've gotten sonic
calls about dumpsters at restaurants, but nothing unusual."
Freund said.

1990 Nissan Pulsar
Burgundy. 49,000 Miles, Automatic, T-Tops. Nice

Family Practice

3
4
26s/e + /

distillery

1989 Lincoln Town Car
51.000 Miles, light Blue, Blue Cloth

Texaco
Time Warner.
Wal-Mart..............

Inc.'s

1990 Dodge Daytona
V-6, 5 Speed, 26.000 Miles, 1 -Owner

34/
3
4 + 3/1
Merck
3
4 + 1/2
43/
J.C. Penney
Peoples Firsts.--.-. 331/ill 34/
3
4.A
Quaker Oats_..........
1/2
Schering-Plough
+
431/4 +
Sears....................
38/
3
4+
3
4
29'I. + /

Brown:Forman

environmental management. It
svas with some of the homes
around the property."
Freund said some homeowners
weren:t properly disposing of
garbage or yard waste, and others
had left pet food where rats could
get . it. Freund said the county
planted poison at one vacant lot,
"but felt we could accomplish
more through education."
He said .the county has-gotten
few other reports of rats this

1990 Chevrolet Beretta GT
V-6 Engine, 1 -Owner New Truck Trade

General Electrk
3
4+
General Motors...—. 47/
443/4 unc
Goodrich
3
4
401/3 + /
Goodyear
471/4.1/4
IBM
3
4
31/
3
4 •/
Ingersoll Rand
3
4 unc
20/
K-Mart
31% K U Energy.--......
.18 + lh
Kroger
393/a • Ns
L G & E
/
3
4+
- McDonalds......—........_48

62/
3
4 • 1ia

at the pool. Tests showed it
didn't have rabies.
Sullivan said she knew of no
previous .rat sightings at any
county pool. But that's not to say
health officials aren't comemed
about rats, which can carry diseases such as typhus, salnionellosis and rat-bite fever.
Health officials scheduled a
free exterfinination program Tuesday at Shively City Hall in
response .to • numerous sightingsr
of rats in neighborhoods around

1991 Pontiac Grand Am LE
Two Door, Automatic. Air, 25.000 Miles

Stock Market
Report
Company

Also surviving are three sisters. Mrs. Paulette James and
husband, Howard, Griffin, Ga.,
and Ms. Nellie Underhill and
Mrs. Betty Jean Lovins and husband. Donnie, Murray: three
ranrev-ttrldertrirtt'and
wife, Betty June, Delbert Underhill and wife, Edna. and Randall
Underhill and wife, Joyce, all of
Murray; eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursay at
2 p.m. in the chapel Of BlalockColeman Funeral .Home. The
Rev. Paul Bogard and the Rev:
Dayid Cunningham will-officiate.

Boyle County judge-executive ends
31-year career in county government

Investments Since 1854

Prices as of 9
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ASSOCIATED WITH NIORGAN-HAUGH CLINIC
220 West Walnut, N1,1\field, KY 42066. By'Appointment: 502-247-81cc

PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER
1099 Medical Center Circle, May11eld,Kentucky42066
Kentucky Kare Participating Hospital
OPTION 2000 contracting Hosorti

HEALTH MUST
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1987 Ford Taurus GL
68,000 Miles, Full Power, Grey with Grey Cloth
1986 Chevrolet S-10
53,000 Miles, 5 Speed 1 -Owner
1986 Chevrolet Camaro Z28
White with Red Cloth, V-8 Engine, T-tops,
74,000 Miles
"Whatever It

takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Nom PEPPERS

CHEVROLET

Ge€E4 600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229 101:15MCCile
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Drawdown of
lakes needed
during flood

•I

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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Prices Good
July 14 Thru
July 20

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

COWIE14[11
!,S

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

P.ttaelt 1,44ad
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
—lig- Chace—13-ondess

Chuck Steak
159

Williams
1 Lb

Lb

Sausage
Si 59

U.S. Choice Boneless

Fields Vac Pack Sliced

Shoulder Steak
419

Comedy show
to make debut

Bacon
59, Spagheffi
<ciyu

Recilernon

Spaghetti

Sauce

Lemon
Juice

28-30 oz

32 oz

3/89'

969

Ronco
7 oz

Hyde Park

1/2% Milk
89
Gal

Sugar
5 Lb

Mackerel
Hyde Park Squeeze 8 oz

Mustard

Bathroom Tissue

59'
2 $100
15 oz

I

For

Royal'Oak 10 Lb.

Charcoal
Green Beans

Steak Sauce

Sweet Peas

$279

$ 1 89
24 ct
99

$
I

gal

2.99 ,
-1.00

14 oz

Stokely Mixed

Bush to co-write
account of his
foreign policy
Scott Single Roll

Stokely F.S. or Cut

Al 12 oz. Bonus Pk.

Tea Bags
i_arm
1% Milk

$ 1 69

Charmin

Mazola Oil
48 oz. $ 1 99
3 •Drarnonarlack-

LOS AN_ELES._.(AP)
Chevy Chase stepped up' to the
podium bristling with microphones, as Cameras flashed' and
frenzied photographers jockeyed
for position.
The comedian was there to talk
about his new late-night show on
Fox TV.
The paparazzi were there as a
joke.
Fox TV staged the commotion
to poke fun-at the media's intense
interest in the competitive latenight scene, a Fox spokeswoman
said. "Big Time," the Peter Gabriel
song, played in the background.
Chase was asked to explain
why there's been-so intielvatten- Lion to late-night.
"Gee, I don't know," he told
reporters gathered to preview
new fall programs.
"The Chevy Chase Show"
debuts Sept. 7, competing with,
David Letterman, Jay Leno and
Arsenio Hall.

$ 1 99

Flav-O-Rich

Reg. or Light Blend

69'

Paper Towels

2/79'
2/79'

14 oz.
Oriie Redenbacher Microwave
3 pk $169

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Diet Sprite, A&W Root Beer

Sweet Relish
Dixie

Color Cups

Mello Yello or
Mr. Pibb

Stokely C.S or W.K. Golden

Corn

$299

oz 69'
oz 99'
2/79'

10

Popcorn

12 pk cans $239

12 pk

Vlasic Hot Dog or

0
/
ta
at:Ac

16

15 oz.

•

f_
WE BUY HOME GROWN PRODUCE
Owen s Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
99% ';at Free

Owens Best

Crisp Head

BBQ Beef
59

lettuce

2 Lb. Cello Pack

Sno White

Carrots

Cauliflower

59Hd
69'
$3
3 $3
9
5

b

IIMM•

Eckrich Pickle &
Pimento, Old
Fashion,
Olive or Jalepeno
Loaf

29

Lb

b

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Tennessee Valley
Authority are coordinating the operation of the Barkley and Kentucky
Lakes in anticipation of the crest of
the Upper and Middle Mississippi
River flooding.
Earlier this week it was decided
to increase the drawdown of the two
flood control lakes to provide additional water storage capability. The
levels at Kentucky and Barkley will
be about 1-V2feet below normal on
July 11.
Just prior to the Mississippi River
crest passing Cairo, Ill., anticipated
on July 17. the Corps and TVA will
decrease releases to a combined
18,000 cis to reduce Ohio River
flows into the lower Mississippi,
helping to minimize the ,severe
agricultural flooding expected in
the lower Ohio and lower Mississippi River areas.
_Rec:441.,seL poccible -impacts- 4a
water quality in the lower Tennessee River, this action has been
coordinated with the Kentucky Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection. The
Corps and TVA also, recognize the
impact to recreational users of the
projects but believe this action is
necessary because of the severity of
the downstream flooding.
Possible eastward movement of
these weather systems, now located
in the Missouri River basins, into
the Tennessee and lower Ohio River
Valleys could cause significant rises
in the Ohio, Cumberland and Tennessee River systems over that
currently forecasted.

NEW YORK (AP) — George
Bush and his former national security- adviser-have -signeeF-a
tract- to co-write an account of the
Bush administration's foreign
poliey.
The publisher, .Alfred A.
Knopf, said Bush and Brent
Scowcroft would concentrate on
"critical historical turning
points," including the collapse of
Soviet power, the unification of
Germany and the Persian Gulf
War.
The hook will draw on Bush's
notes and personal impressions
and Scowcroft's recollections,
Knopf senior editor Ashhcl Green
said. As yet untitled, the book is
to be published in 1995.
Terms of the deal weren't disclosed. Bush's wife, Barbara,
sold her memoirs to for S2.5
million.

With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
earn ta•-deferred
interest at a
competitive rate To
find out more about
Woodmen s
Tax -Deferred
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Hoffman s
Super Sharp

Honey Dipped
Baby Back

Cheese
99

Ribs
$489

$3

b

b

Golden
Ripe

'
L Owens
Baked or

BBQ Beans

99

Lb

•

Bananas

Juicy Sweet

Texas
Sweet

Nectarines

Cantaloupe

.921
29 79!
Lb

Howard D. Hughes
Woodmen Bldg.
Murray. KY 42071
Phone 7510208

otWoodmen
of the World

Life Insurance Society
ric.owe: Omaha. Nebraska
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Telephone•
co-op to meet
Subscribers of West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative will
gather for their annual meeting on
Saturday night, July 17,all p.m. at
Graves County High School, located on Highway 121 North in
Mayfield.
Glen B. Sears. cooperative general manager,-will give his annual
report, and also included in the
program will be the yearly audit
report.
Election of Officers will be held,
as terms of three, of the organization's trustees expire this year at a
nominating committee meeting in
June, the three incumbents, Algene
Goatley,Beverly Galloway,and Joe
ThiiipsoiI ërc re=iidFifiliated.,-and
no petitions were filed. There will
be no nominations from the floor the
night of the meeting.
, Saturday night's meeting will
conclude with the awarding of door
prizes, and with refreshments.
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Former residents of TVA's Land
Between The Lakes (LBL), their
relatives, and friends will gather for
the twenty-second annual Between
The Rivers Homecoming on Sunday, August 8,at the Fenton Special
Events Area cast of Eggncr Ferry
Bridge on U.S. Highway 68.
The day of picnicking and reminiscing brings.together families who
were required to move when PreSifient John- F. Kennedy authorized
the development of LBL in. 1963.
"It's a regular homecoming where
we all get together and reminisce,"
said Committee Chair Dolly Gillahan. She said ; iticipants should
bring their own food, drinks, and
lawn chairs. TVA will prepare the
site and furnish tables, restroom
facilities, and water. Previous homecomings have
drawn. former residents from as
many as 16 states, including California, Michigan, and Texas. The
homecoming will take place from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Anyone interested in
attending is welcome to conic early
-and stay late.For more information contact
Doliy Gillahan at(502)89S-2524 or
TV A's Land Between The Lakes at
(502) 924-1245.
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South Central Bell is updating its
special directory for customers who
use text telephones(IT)to communicate and will publish the revised
book in December.
Telephone customers who want
their names added, or who want to
make changes in an existing listing,
should send their name, address,
city, state, ZIP and phone number
(including area code) to: BellSouth
1994 Text Telephone Directory,
P.O. Box 771,24th Floor, Birmingham, AL 35201.
South Central Bell Manager,
Dwane Tucker, asked that customers please indicate if the request is a
new listing or a change in an
existing listing. They should also
indicate if the telephone number is
for TT calls only,or voice and IT.
The deadline is August 2, 1993.
The special directory includes
residence and business listings for
telephone customers in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina,and Tennessee who
use text telephones to communicate.
Mr. Tucker noted that listings in
the book are free of charge and are
restricted to numbers that can make
or receive calls using text telephones.
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The American flag is said to
have been named Old Glory by
William Driver, a sea captain of
Salem, Mass. His daughter said
he named it at his.21st birthday celebration in 1824, when
his mother presented the
homemade flag to him.
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AL wins 94
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports WrItor

BALTIMORE — Memo to Atlanta Braves manager
Bobby Cox: the next time you manage an All-Star game,
do your pitchers a favor. Leave 'em home.
Atlanta pitchers are still new to this All-S:ar and World
Series stuff, so Cox and his Braves argue their 0-4 record
in baseball's showcase attractions over the past 2A seasons doesn't reflect their ability.
"How can you be bad if you're playing in World Series
and All-Star games? A lot of people in baseball are sitting
at home, wishing- they could be where we arc," Steve
Avery said after the Amencan League's 9-3 victory
Tuesday.
Still, the numbers don't lie, and the AL certainly is
doing a number on Cox. No manager has lost two All-Star
games and two-AVriftt1 Serles-in to short -a trme,- ancrthe
failure of his Braves the last two Julys is as acute as their
disappointment the last two Octobers.
Cox keeps taking his Braves to the All-Star game, and
the American League keeps taking them apart.
No NE. starter was ever hammered as badly as Tom Gla-

Braves to blame

vine was in San Diego last July, allowing four runs on
seven straight hits in the first inning of the AL's 13-6 rout.
Luckily for Glavine, he got the night off Tuesday.
Unfortunately for Avery and John Smoltz, they didn't.
In just 1 1-3 combined innings, Avery and Smoltz literally threw away whatever chance the NL had of ending the
AL's six-game winning streak. Avery allowed three
unearned runs in the sixth inning, and Smoltz threw a
record two run-scoring wild pitches in just one-third of an
inning's work.
And the NL's only two errors? They were made by
Braves David Justice and Jeff Blauscr.
Oh, that's ugly..
"Sometimes, the best of things don't happen in these
games, but it's nothing to hang your head about," Glavinc
said. "If things happen, they happen. If they don't, you put
them behind you."
That's why Avery became moderatetY irked at a succession of post-game questions that, in essence, suggested the
Braves are developing a nasty habit of choking in baseball's biggest' games.
"Bad? It's an honor to be selected and it's an honor to
play in an All-Star game. I'm not saying it was -bad,"

American victory
ends with Gaston
playing favorites
Everyone seemed uncertain.
No one on the AL team ran to
congratulate Ward — or each
other. They heard the final score
On the public address system and
ran for the safety of the
clubhouse.
Weird.
"I don't know why they booed
us," Toronto Outfielder Devon
White said. "If it was the fact
that there were seyen Blue Jays,
we were world champions or we
were a division rival, there is
nothing you can do about it but
have a good time. Cito did a
good job getting everyone in the
game. I was happy that the Blue
Jays did a gocid job and that we
won."
Toronto second baseman
Roberto Alomar tied the score
2-all in the third inning with a
home run, White scored a run and
drove in another with a double,
lac Carter had a single and Ward
tossed perfect relief. Even former
Blue Jays pitcher Jinfrny Key got
into the act.
In the starting introductions,
Gaston and all four Toronto players in the starting lineup were
jeered.

By JIM DONAGHY
AP Sports Wrilor

BALTIMORE — It might have
been the strangest ending in the
history of the All-Star game. 3
The ninth inning had nothing
to do with a dramatic home run
or an incredible catch. It was all
about the fans at Camden Yards
and their feelings toward the rival
Toronto Blue Jays.
Six of the seven Toronto players helped the American League
beat the National League 9-3
Tuesday night. The home crowd
should have been happy, hut
instead they spent much of the
night booing AL manager Cito
Gaston and his Blue Jays.
Toronto reliever Duane Ward
entered the game in the ninth to a
chorus of boos. The fans wanted
to see Orioles right-hander Mike
Mussina close out the game.
The boos got even-louder whew
Gaston' left his ace reliever in to
get the last out of the game as
Mussina continued to warm up in
the bullpen.
Ward closed it with a strikeout
-- his second of the inning
and the booing got even louder.
The reliever walked a few steps
'off the mound and stopped. • TURN TO PAGE 3B

Pitino lands St. X
6-8 forward Padgett
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Scott Padgett, a 6-foot-8.,, forward from St. Xavier, said he
would play jiasketball for Kentucky, which would make him the
first Louisville player to sign
with the Wildcats in nine years.
Padgett made his choice public
at a news conference Tuesday,
but it was no surprise to anyone
who has ever set foot in his basement -- a blue-carpeted, bluewallpapered shrine to UK sports.
"It was the call. I've been waiting for all my life," Padgett said
of the telephone call he received
Monday from Kentucky coach
Rick Pitino. "He asked how I felt
about Kentucky, and I said,
'Well, if you're offering me a
scholarship. I accept it.'•'
Padgett's other favorites -

EARN
6.00%
TAX-DEFERRFI) ANN( 1.111
RATE (a .‘RAN ITEI) FOR
ONE YE.AR.
EARLI' St RRE\I)f

Florida, Florida State, Western
Kentucky, Georgia and Wake
Forest --- didn't stand a chance
once Pitino called. "I had my top
five, and then I had Kentucky,"
he said.
Padgett (215 pounds) clearly
wanted Kentucky, which should
have four scholarships available
next year. But he wasn't sure the
feeling was mutual until last
week. He said Pitino, who is forbidden by NCAA rules to comment publicly on unsigned prospects, was impressed with his
play at the Nike All-American
Basketball Festival.
'He likes the way I can go out
on the floor and shoot the ball,
and he says my body build can
TURN TO PAGE 3B

.
A.1. GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

Tragic
Landing

Avery said. "It's not like the Braves are had, and Bobby is
bad. How can it be bad if you're in an All-Star game?"
Some people gave Cox a hard time for picking five
Braves. especially Smolt/. whose 8-7 record hardly coinpares to the 11-2 of the unchosen Tommy Greene. Toronto
manager Cito Gaston overloaded the AL roster with seven
Blue Joys, but Cox and his Braves were the ones who
looked overmatched.
"We came out ready to play and ready to win, and I
thought we would," Cox said. "I thought (the Braves)
played well in the last two World Series and we easily
could have won both. I'm not. disappointed."
- Avery said there's no comparison tiCtween losing a
World Series and losing an All Star game. The All-Star
game, he said, is party time, a much-needed break from the
pressures of a pennant race, a time to get acquainted with
.the games. other .stars...
So why were the 48,187 jammed in Camden Yards so
eager to taunt the Braves by performing the tomahawk
chop?
"I don't care if they were making fun of us. They were
• TURN TO PAGE 38

By JAY REEVES
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STEVE PARKER Ledger & Tmes photo

Michael D'Elia launches a fastball to the plate during a Little League "extended season" game
Tuesday night at the city park. The league consists of players from all teams that weren't chosen
for the All-Stars.
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BRITISH OPEN

-Golfs hottest linkster planning
double-fisted fight at St. George

Murray Lodger & Times

SEBREE, Ky. — Shane
Andrus threw a complete game
two-hitter and, along with
Chris Jones, added a home run
to give the Murray (A-Team)
Little League All-Stars a 10-1
win over Deer Creek in the
district tournament.
Murray, which hosts Deer
Creek on Thursday night at 7
p.m., leads the best-of-three
series 1-0.
Andrus struck out 11 hitters
to pick up the win, as well as
singling at the plate. Jones
added a double to go along
with his round-tripper.
Also for Murray, Adam
Ragsdale added three singles
and O'Shea Hudspeth and
Micah Cathey added two singles apiece.

TODAY'S THE DAY
Stop

Smoking.

•
American Heart Association

While pre-tournament speculation centers on the confrontation of the two Nicks, the
122nd edition of the British
Open hardly is limited to Price
and Faldo.
There's the American contingent, which has produced only
one winner in the last nine visits to Britain.
Payne Stewart, who has eight
finishes of third or better but
has yet td win this season, is
the top American contender.
"I'm definitely ready,"
Stewart said after a secondplace finish last week in the
Scottish Open. "I feel I'm right
at the top of my game."
Other major American figures include Paul Azingcr, Fred
Couples, Corey Pavin, U.S.
Open title-holder Lee Janzen
and veteran Tom Kite.
There's the Australian crew,
headed by Greg Norman, a former British Open champion
who has won once and has two
second-place finishes earlier

By BOB GREEN
AP Gott Writer

SANDWICH, England —
Nick Price wants to use two
hands this time in the British
Open.
"I've had one hand on that
trophy two different times,"
Price said. "Now I want to get
two hands on it at the same
time."
He knows, however, that he
faces a difficult task in attempting to pry Nick Faldo's grip off
the ancient silver jug that goes
to the winner of golrs oldest
tournament.
"I'm very happy with the
way things are going," said
Faldo, generally regarded as the
best player in the world.
And he left no question about
his determination to make a
successful defense of the title
he won last year at Muirficld.
"I'm defending," Faldo said.
"I'm not here to have a good
time."

this season.
Steve Elkington, former winner Ian Baker-Finch and Craig
Parry, who seems to play his
best in golf's major tournaments, also are on hand.
Then there's Vijay Singh of
Fiji; rebounding Sandy Lyle of
Scotland, the man who won the
last time the Open was played
here; Jose Maria Olazabal of
Spain; Ian Woosnam of Wales,
and Masters champion Bernhard
Langer of Germany — still
bothered by a stiff neck that
hampered his play in the U.S.
Open.
,The principal test, however,
will be the golf course itself,
and the winds that shift gild
gust and howl off Pegwell Bay
— changing the nature and
demands of Royal St. George's
with every variation of strength
and direction.
"I have a lot of work to do in
the next couple of days," he
said.
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—Replacement Windows
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TALLADEGA, Ala. —
NASCAR star Davey Allison,
piloting his new helicopter
with an old friend at his side,
maneuvered the roaring
machine within inches of the
ground.
----Everything looked normal.
But suddenly things went fatally wrong.
Suddenly, without any sign
of trouble from the cockpit,
the chopper shot upward, rocking side to side like a wobbly
boat-on a stormy sea. It started
spinning wildly. toward the
-ground.- The helicopter hit a barbed
wire-covered fence and
slammed into the pavement on
its left side — the pilot's side.
By the time the crumpled
wreckage came to rest in the
infield at the Talladega
Superspeedway, Allison was
unconscious.
Allison, 32, died Tuesday of
massive head injuries suffered
in the crash Monday afternoon. His passenger, longtime.
family friend Red Farmer,
remained hospitalized but was
expected to recover from his
injuries, which included broken ribs and a fracture
collarbone.
Federal officials said it
could take as long as a year
before the National Transportation Safety Board makes a
final ruling on what caused the
accident.
But investigatorSf. and Farmer painted a chilling tale of
the final flight of Allison,
described by friends as an
aviation fanatic fascinated
with his latest acquisition —
the Hughes 369-HS helicopter.
Allison and Farmer had
eaten lunch at a restaurant near
Birmingham before deciding
to fly 50 miles east to Talladega. They planned to watch the
son of another member of the
"Alabama Gang," Neil Bonnett, test a car.
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Little League
All-Stars blast
Deer Creek 10-1
in district play

di,

Allison inches
away from life
AP Sports Writer
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•Tragic Landing...

.1( tions t.N Pc•dutioi,
PADUCAH JUNIOR INVITATIONAL
Murray's Jesse Rooker won the Country Club of Paducah Junior Invitational with a 74 Rooker also won his age group (15-17). Joy Roach of
Murray won the girls' 15-17 with an 80

•

rig

Traveling to Mayfield for a dual meet, the MyrratrallOway.Swim Team
won easily. 443-243 MCCSI took 15 of 20 relay events with the team Jim
Simmons, Adam Nance, Justin Paschall and Jayson Brittain, and Ryan
Dorneseik taking firsts in both medley and free relays in two different
divisions.
In individual events, Megan Malinauskas, Lauren Nance, Larkin Philpot,
Chad Culp and Brandon Kellie were undefeated with victories in freestyle,
backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly and individual medley events. Alice
Hunt, Amy Norsworthy, Chelsee Thompson. Ryan Domescik, and Nathan
Hughes also claimed multiple blue ribbons. Madefaine Philpot and Jayson
Brittain attained first place finishes in the 100-meter individual medleys as
did Elizabeth Johnson in butterfly and Amy Meloan in breaststroke.
A season record in the freestyle was set by the 10 and under boys team
of Edward Combs, Joey Clark, Jared Simmons, Bryan Hughes, Brett
Nance and Brandon Kellie. These boys shut out their opponents by

life

sweeping all

six

-:25--meter-butterfty.--six1eer-old Lauren Nance demonstrated th, team's
potential. Other young swimmers exemplifying the team's potential were
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what we had to do."
Detroit manager Sparky Anderson, a coach on the AL team,
actually thought Clayton - did the
Orioles a big favor.
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build a run in the fifth, and Steve
Avery and John Smolt, had their
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"I can't accept losing," Tony
Gwynn of the Padres said.
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matter. I want to win."
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• Not until the last moment, did Murray-Calloway Swim Team pull ahead
of Calvert City to post a 366-350 victory. Setting a 40.11 pool record in the
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Rolf Sasser, an NTSB investigator piecing together the events
of the crash, told a news conference
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Good service. good coverage.
good price-

Lskea-goaft nerghbor,
State Farm is there
• I

That's
State Farm
insurance.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
.57
51
41
42
37
27
West Division

32
3s
40
45
ss
so
so

Pct.
640
586
515
477
477
425
310

—

still

:ck

that

1E4
144
14'6
19
29

With exchange
Store stock only
GM'S89
Remanufactured
for late model Chrysler
With exchange
Store stock only

F5-6 WITHOUT CLUTCH
$15999

Pct.. GE
L
59 30
562 9
50 39
46 41 .529 02,
529 12
46 41
500 14%
45 45
379 25
33 54
371 26
33 56
Wed nudity's Gimes
No games scheduled
Thursday's Gems'
Philadelphia (Jackson 7-6) at San Diego (Greg
Hams 8-9) 3 05 p in
(Swift
New York (Hillman 0-3) at San Francisco
.—
11-5). 305 pm
(Belcher
Cincinnati
10-41
at
(Hammond
Flonda
75), 6 35 p nit
Pittsburgh (Tomlin 25) at Atlanta )Glavin* 104)
640 pm
Colorado (Blair 3.6) at Chicago (Morgan 6-9) 705
P
Houston (Draboli 7-9) at St Louis (Arocha 6:3).
7 35 pm.
Montreal (De Martinez 10-5) at Los Angeles
(P.1 Martinet 6-2) 935 pm

Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY
-

Remanufactured
for late model GM's
With exchange
Store stock only

1999

Remanufactured
for late model GM's
With exchange
Store stock only

c 171 WITHOUT CLUTCH
$1113999

V 5 WITH CLUTCH
$15999

EVERY DAY
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AC, Deutsch
All 04 Filters
Up To 1297

Oil Filters
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Precision or
Motorcratt

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Our Best Price

IJt-ijjjJ j!

San Francisco
Atlanta
Houston
Las Angeles
Cincinnati
Colorado
San Diego

the U.S.

99

GE

I

ternhard

Remonufactured
tor 'ate model

99

Remanufactured
(oriole model Fords
With exchange
Store stock only

MAJOR LEAGUES

Philadelphia
Si Louts
Montreal
Chicago
Mnsburgh
Flonda
New York

Remanutoctuted
'or la*e model
GM's & Fords
Nith exchange
Store stock on:y

DA-6 WITH CLUTCH

R-4 WITH CLUTCH

A-6 WITH CLUTCH

State Farm Insurance Companies
" Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

AN Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GO
Toronto
49 ,. 40 _.551
Detroit
--As -so .545
New York
49 41 .539 1
Baltimore
47 41 .534 115
45 12 .517 3
Boston •
Cleveland
40 MI .456 '115
37 49 .430 105
Mkraukse
West Division
L Pct. GO
W
45 11 .523
Chicago
44 42 .512 1
(anus City
44 42 .512 1
Texas
Swale
44 41 .500 2
13 43 .500 2
Caltornia
34 46 .452 6
Oakland
36 49 .424
lAnnesota
Wednesday's Goose
No games scheduled
Thuredoy's Gems
California (Langston 9-31 at CNveland (Mesa 6-6).
605 p m.
Oakland (Welch 6-6) at New Vali (Perez 5-11). 6:30
pm
Kansas City (Cone 6-11) al Toronto (Guzman 7.2).
635 pm.
Mussels (Taps* 3-111 at lishirnore lamina
10-4). 615 pm
Seals (Fleming 44) at Boston (Mob 5-7). 616
pm.
Chicago (Fernandez 10-4) at lellassesse (Nevem
5-6). 705 pm
Detroit(Well 9-4) at Texas(Brown 6-6). 735p m

Air Conditioning Compressors

a.••

2
FOR

5

New
Water Pumps
Fo• rrics•vehic'es
Store stock anti,.
With exchange

ll

114-If
EVERY DAY

TC
185899

Du Pont
Freon' 12
oz cans

Du Pont Freon* 12
EVERY DAY

Orre rya,
Valuc raft
Water Pumps EVERY DAY
Pethanufac• — :
Store stock Or ,
With exchonige
15 2:1°99

20 lb.
Cylinder

159°°
23900
EVERY DAY

30 lb.
Cylinder

Exxon Supertio

New
Radiators
For most vehicles
OEM-Custom tit
Store stock only

All weights
3 cases

S.(
C1 11.

Limit

EVERY DAY

788

New
Blower Motors
For most vehicles
Store stock only

199%

EVERY

DAY

195,
37

Havoline

Mu+

Case Fr
Moil 1r Per.•:1e
Alter

glIrs

, 4,,
44,

c
8
,

Flovoline Singer **tants
:2 IC
C
Case Price
2 43
Mai, 0ePate
'10110 or
996
After Rebate
. seente pet Ho-iser'r

iowever,

ie itself,
hift ahd
well Bay

ure

and

George
'
s
strength

to do in
lys,'' he

''Good service,
good coverage.

Eirnalfs

good price-

That's State Farm
insurance."

Antifreeze
Coolant

EVERY DAY

AutoZone
Fan Belts

449

For most vehicles

Fan Clutches
Store stock only
Clutches
34 88- $64 88

p.m..,

NON.THIRMAL

2288

MURRAY
753-8971

S. 12th St

in Southside Center

0:es

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

5

RE

AutoZone*

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

11106°--1

Jane Rogers
753-9627
306 N. 12th St., Murray
(Next to Century 21)

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.*
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Panel urges battlefield preservation

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

.-

Opon Mon -Thur. & So*
INA Si CA StOrer Ave-

-

ons.-7 p.m . in 9 cm -8 pm, Sun Noon-6 pm
Accept food Sarno* & 1000C-Veucisees

-----We

-

Budget Stretching
10 Pound Meat Sale
Extra Lean Fresh

Hickory Smoked Slab

Bacon
$790
10 Lb. Box
Fresh Fryer

Ole South Pork

Leg Quarters
10 Lb. Bag

90

10 Lb. Box

Meaty Pork_

Sliced American

4..••-•C

eckbones
$390

Cheese
$990

10 Lb. Box

5 Lb. Loaf
Mix or Match Field Dinner;

first black
astronaut retires

Farm Fresh

Franks or
10 Lb.

Abraham Lincoln posed for a
The commission did an invenWASHINGTON (AP) - A
famous. photograph in 1862 with tory of 384 battle sites and classifederal commission wants Convictorious Union Gen. George B. fied them according to their hisgress to spend $93 million by the
McClellan.
toric significance, their condition
end of the century to save imporThe controversy was averted and the degree of threatened
tant Civil War battlefields from
when a primp foundation agreed developnient nearby.
encroaching developmezu.
to purchase.the land, Brown said.
It found that about half the 232
The commission proposed a
In its report to Congress battlefields in good or fair condiseven-year plan to help states and
released Monday, the Civil War tion faced a moderate or high
private organizations buy land to
Sites Advisory Commission threat of development in the near
prevent construction of shopping
..
malls or apartment complexes on
recommended that lawmakers future
_Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark.,
historic battlefields such as those
provide $IO million in the next
at Antietam, Md., and Gettysseven years to help buy land near said he would propose legislation
burg, Pa. .
50 of the most significant battle- to spend the money to save the
"Towns are creeping out and
fields to keep development at battlefields.
• Bumpers conceded it would Ir
taking ever more property that
bay.
otherwise should in some way be
-The nation's Civil War herit- .hard to persuade Congress to
protected," said Kent Masterson
age is in grave danger. It is being spend more money on historic
Brown, a Lexington. Ky., attordemolished and bulldozed at an pre's-ervation, particularly after the
ney and amateur Civil War histoalarming pace. 11 is disappearing bitter 1988 debate when lawmakrian who chairs the Citizens
under new buildings, parking lots ers approved spending S100 milAdvisory Commission for the
and highways," panel chairwo- lion to buy land slated for deveGettysburg 'National Military
man Holly Robinson wrote in the lopment near the Manassas BatPark.
report's introduction. '
tlefield National Park in Virginia.
There are proposals to build . The commission also recomBut Bumpers argued that preAttaasing4an-ridgessavithiview-of.. -mended- -that-4171•5-Ini4lion-be----strvint-elfilr
the"Gettysburg battlefield, where
spent during the same seven-year important way to instill appreciain 1863 Confederate forces were
period to pay private property tion of the tragic events of the
turned back during their deepest owners for restoration and ease- conflict.
penetration of Union territory.
ments on historic battlefield sites.
"I don't see how you could
"You are lasing historic propThe panel proposed giving the dramatize or highlight it if you
erty, you are losing views. Resolution Trust Corp. the. don't have these battlefields," he
Instead of seeing terrain and
authority to deed over historically said.
farmland, you are seeing, poten- significant property-irotnained rn
AT -organization of owners of
tially, hosing, developments," taking over failed savings and
property in or near national parks
Brown-salard-.----toarrs-.----RTC"r-inveni617 Vrt--ides called tile proposaT ano-Thet
At the Antic,tam Battlefield
321 acres near the site of the ''pork-barrel scheme."
National' Park, - °nisi& - Sharps- Battle Of the Wilderness in Virgiburg:'Md., a developer sought to nia and an additional 421 acres
build a small shopping center on
near thc Richmond National Bat- U.S.
s
'
private land near a home where tlefield Park.
•

Fryer Breasts
9°
10 Lb. Box $12

$1190

J\1

PRICES A

HOT!

Special Buy
Fluffy Sandwich

rling
$290

COMPARE...
PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE

10 Lb. Bucket

24 Oz. Loaf

Special Buy Advance Breaded

Meat
Patties
Box
.0 _Lb.
$I190

4111/
POW

49'

Special Buy Golden Flake
Dip Style or Reg.

Potato
Cs
hip
-

A-

CHIPS

HOUSTON (AP)- Guy Btu_ _tbe_ nation:s -first black
astronaut in space, Is retiring
later this month to work for an
aerospace company.
,
Bluford, 50, who-went on four
--shuttle-miss-ions-;--said---be will
greatly miss space flights.
"I was thrilled -to fly in a
machine as fabulous as the
-shuttle:7-M said-Monday. to
he able to climb in a vehicle that
will take you to 18,000 mph in
minutes .,. "
But,. the astronaut said, "I
didn't get to walk in space."
Bluford described himself as a
reluctant role model for black
children, saying he never wanted
to make a big deal out of the.
history-making 1983-flight-B*1--he said he understood why others
did.
"Maybe my biggest contribution was to open opportunities for
othersrs
-.Bluford was honored Monday
by an organization he helped
found that encourages disadvantaged youngsters to pursue engineering careers.
Bluford, who holds a doctorate
in engineering, is ending a
29-year- Air Force career. In addition to 15 years with the shuttle
program, he flew 144 combat
missions in Vietnam. He didn't
say what company he would
work for.

14x50 Fleetwood (36289r"2
txtm, bath. wail to wall carpet.
stove & refrig Great first home
)
or lake house Wiry pay rent'
Speciey priced at '10,900
Payments as low as *140 per
Ittn

14.70 Fleetwood (36819) 3 16.80 Fleetwood (36526) 3
bdm. 11,2 bath. wall to wall txtm,2 barn wall to wail carpet,
carpet, stove & refrig. storm stove & refrig storm windows,
windows. ceiting tan in hying w red for ceiling fan, lot of
room Great for the wowing so ice for the large 'a-fly Re
family
Only '15,900 w th (1..i"..,1 for this event at only
monthly payments as low as .17.900 Monthly payments as
'170
'ow as '190

5% Down
Payment
With
Approved
Credit

FREE
DELIVERY
& SET-UP

20.44 Fleetwood Doublemde 24.52 Fleetwood Doublewide
(6218) 3 born, 2 baln. wa to (7170) 3 bdm, 2 bath, wall to
wall carpet. stove & •et,,g, cen- wall carpet, stove & relrig, cen
tral air condition, shingle roof Ira' air condition, shingle root
w vinyl siding, ceiling lan, gar
w vinyl siding, ceiling tan, gar
den tub in master bathroom
den tub in master bathroom
Don't miss this tremendous A,
n,^c-r value at '26,900
value '23,900 wpayments as
y payments as low as
low as '225 per fro
'255

FLEETWOOD-FRANKLIN-SOUTHRIDGE
Red or White Seedless

Portside Chunk

Grapes

Tuna
chunk light

Lb.

61/2 oz.

394

New Crop Yellow

Onions

Open 7 Days a Week: M-F 8-7'; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
(901) 644-0012 Hwy. 79E., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568

Vegetables

West Wood Party Block
REMEMBER - DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!

88

3 Lb. Bag

29'

16 oz. Can
********-•-•-•-•.--** *-**** :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Dairy Food Specials

Or•* ******

••,••

Chivas Regal
75 .

Biscuits fl
12 oz.69

2% Milk
Gal. $197

$46.57

• '5 .

J&B Scotch

$33.95

Johnny Walker
Red

$32.95

Highland
Drummer
5 L $15.42

Prairie Farms Reg. or Lite

Sunny Spread
16 oz

'MOO'

33'

CREAM

Sour Cream
16 oz. 79
°

Crisp

Totino's Party

Orange Juice
12 oz Can 69'

Pizza's
99

•

Pie Shells
10 Oz. Pkg. 79

Banquet
110•[/.04

HEM rtn_
•

175L$16.96

Passport
Scotch
$20.57
Inver House
L $15.70
Macallen
Scotch

Clan McGregor

-sc -•[ $160.80
Gieniivet

Old Smuggler

$17.95

12 Yell Old

175

$55.27

6.$6.97
Moretti

$7.53
Corona
Light
„

White
Mountain
Coolers
6„

$3.65

Dos Equis

$6.42

Becks Dark

$6.79
Busch
Suitcase

$6.93 $13.90
St. Pauli
Girl

.kNiT
va.

Healthy Balance
10'/2 oz $149

WEST WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK
901-642-7366
RCES GOOD T)IRU
JULY 17

Tecate

:,$6.79, . $6.93

Glen Ellen
White Zin
White Granache
Sauv. Blanc
1 5 L $7.72
Bonnie Doon
Chardonnay
750 ml $15.76
E&J Gallo
Chardonnay
1 5 L $7.72
Cordier Chateau
Meyney
Bordeaux
750 ml $16.51
Clos Ste Nicole
Cab Sauvignon
750 ml $4.25
ELI Gallo
Cab Sauvignon
1 5 L $7.72
Clos Du Bois
lAertot
750 ml $11.99

WEST WOOD WINES
& LIQUORS
901-612-7714

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE
.„

••11.1111.5•
,
.: •

Jim Beam
4 Year
1.75 L $16.45
9 Calvert Gin
1 75 L $9.85
McCormick
Vodka
1.75 L $8.99

10.4 oz.

Harvest
„

,-• $17.80

$20.03

$17.48

$2.59
$4.76

Lauders Scotch

Ushers Scotch

B&L Scotch
•
$21.27

Frozen Food Specials

6„

$17.Q5

Scoresby Scotch

Negra
Modelo

Keystone

Lowenbrau

Cutty Sark

175

. $3.99

Cluny Scotch
75

Famous
Grouse Scotch
'7S1$30.58

$16.45

Dawson's
Scotch
• is $15.42.
,

$33.95
• '5

Michelob

Scotch

Dewars Scotch

Special Buy Ideal American

Morning Delight Texas

Crawford'S

Clos Du Bois
Cab. Sauvignon
$14.36
Au Bon Climat
Chardonnay
750 ml $16.75
Fetter Sundial
Chardonnay
.5. $12.81
Chateau Laiande•
Bone
750 ir $17.28
Kendal Jackson
Chardonnay
,sc -.I $13.43
Au Bon Climat
Pinot Noir
750 rni $14.98
Sutter Horne
White Zin
'sow $3.97
Fetzer Sundial
Chardonnay
$6.86
in

Ballatore Gran
Spumants
7so $4.99
Meridian
Chardonnay
750 ml $9.50

West Wood Street
Hwy. 54 & 69
Paris, N
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.
Visa • Mastercard
American Exprear"
Discover

11E

6.
;

•

.•

•,'
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,41 .
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DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
. .Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
AZ\ t it s.,t I 'III
..... ............Legal Notice
Notsc•
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
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020
025
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040
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410

Public Sale

_Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090

560

Free Column

100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
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INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Public Works &
Utilities will accept quotes for the following materials: Class A State Concrete, 51/2 bag mix, 6 bag mix and
crushed li-rnestone. Complete specifications for the above items are available
in the City Clerk's office, City Hall
building, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will
be accepted until 4 p.m. on Wednesday,
July 21, 1993.

Murray State University is accepting bids
for surplus items(such as exec. desks, sec.
desks, cabinets, dorm desk, commercial
coffee maker). Items may be viewed on July
19th & 20th, and bid forms obtained by
calling Elvis Green at (502)762-4435. Bids
will be opened on July 22, 1993 at 2:00 p.m.
in the Purchasing Office, General Services
Building, Chestnut Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

020

320
Notice

Notice

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1.800-649-3804.

Now accepting applications for
Fall semester Murray Preschool
Cooperative, Ms. Sara Hussung.
Contact Belinda
753-9761 or Laura
753-7107 for
applications.

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Climat
nnay
16.75

undia)
nnay
.86

e Gran
lent,
24.99

I Street
& 69
TN

p.m.
Sat
tercard
(press •
et

•11

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199
MRS. THERESA, Roeder
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

02s
Personale
AMERICAN girl 36, idea
weight, cute, down to earth
Would like to meet a
1946-1956 model man who
has good communication
skills, faith in God, and can
be empathic & generous
Reply to E3oxholder. RI 2
Box 12. Benton, Ky 42025
MEET 100's of nice singles
Down Home Singles, Box
323-ML, Rogersville, TN
37857. 615-235-5000.
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759-4050 A United Way
Agency

060
tielp
Wanted
AUTOMOTIVE technician.
Full time, experience mandatory, salary based upon
experience, benefits package included. Call for appointment, Cunningham
Auto Repair 753-6831
AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8-$10hr. Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
training 1-800-690-AVON

Expenenced meat cutter and meat wrapper
needed. Apply in person

Sundial
3nnay
12.81

Home
Zin
53.97

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST

America's Second Car

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Climat
Noir
14.98

280

la 11. Fs! ‘1F: S11.1-ls

Mobile Homes For Rent

279.

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

300

Business Rentals

420

310

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
.............

Home Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lota For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

lOt Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

\iI iii II ‘N.Disi120
• Computers
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Bey'
--..-....Articles For Sale
150
155
Appliances
160
Horne Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleariers
180
Sewing Machines
195 ..
Hoavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220 .............
...... Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
•
TV & Radio
380 .... .
Pets & Supplies

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
40% Discount hid Ran.
60% Discount 3rti Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
Si 75 per column inch extra for Toesday Shop
pm( Guide)

Reader
25e per word $500 minimum 1st
day. 5c per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper 1Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads

Yard

Sale $7.50 Prepaid

A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

HOF,
Wanted

FOUNDmale Rottweiler
near Fisher Price Blue Sea
collar, green & blue collar
753-1040 or 753-7063

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Jackson
Dnnay
13.43

I It \SPOR I ATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boata & Motors

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545

Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

17.28

Exterminating
Business Service.
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

UPI
Notice

Nodes '

Locations Coast to Coast

Lalande-

HEAL IPSTAlt RENT.‘L

PAGE 513

con

Laaal

vlk Ugh;Duckling

u Bois
uvignon
114.36

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so oorrectione can be
made.

OFFICE HO t 'ItS• Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

230
250
290
530

t1P-e.1.1.1.A\h.011S

070

010

7534916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
k%

Help Wanted

ADJUSTMENT

TO PLACE AN AD t'Al.1.

Il NUR( I

190
Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390 ................Poultry & Supplies
400 Produce
550
Food & Seed

ENIPLOINIEN
060.

216.7,1112.
ppreciaof the
u could
if you

F 11(111-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Owen Food Market
Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south ea Sq. Hie Road. nght an Sq. Hale Road 1/4 moo
141 Pi f'tiQiil OFiC.ANI/ Al ION
(itr4 10 [tit I Ii
753-0466 PO. Box 1033 Murray

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars pet year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-900-45S-4199

1407 Main St.

DAY waitress needed Mature, honest, good personality The ideal lob for
someone with children in
school. Hours 8-2 Mon Fri
Regular pay plus tips
Apply at Sirloin Stockade
before lOarn or after 2pm
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 800am-3.00pm.
We we an E0E. This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
experienced 8 inexperienced FREE TRAINING
for inexperienced drivers if
you qualify Call today for
your
future.
1-800-877-8180

Attention Murray!

-POSTAL JOBSStart $11 41/hr *benefits
For application•info ,call
14216)-3244228.7a m to
10 pm 7 days.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING:
Full-time secretary
Computer proficiency
and good commu nice tion skills required.
experience
using
illiiiftWOrkii
WordPerfect preferred. Small office on
MSU campus, free
health
insurance
Send letter of application and resume with
names and addresses
of three references by
July 26 to Jayne
Crisp. WKEC, Special Education Building, 1 Murray St ,
Murray. KY 420713305.

For Rent
OFFICE machines tor sale
Computer $1000 Elec
Ironic typewriter $350
Portable Elec type $100
all with extras 753 2835

JUST Arrived' New ship
ment of 16" & 16 5" Blom
light truck Ores All tread
patterns $65/ea plus tax
Mounted balanced & put
on Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Rd 753 1111

PC service & training at
your location Reasonable
rates No service call WOOD burning stove in
at_ame_ in_lay Mayfield_ 5e44-1 • good cond+44ore
area Color printers from 75.3 4471
8229 97 Call Hawkins Research today for appoint
155
merit • Calloway Co
753 7001 Graves Co
Appliances
247 9257
AMANA upright freezer,
good condition $125
753 1266 753 3493
USED refrigerator
ANTIQUES by the piece o 753 1408
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pcn

Call

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pus
EASY work, Excellent Pay' tols Benson Sporting CHEST freezer $100
Assemble products at Goods 519- .S..swivel rocking chair $60,
dining room suite ligh
home call toll free Murray
1 800 467 5566 ext 8047
cherry, table 8 chairs but
JUNK air conditioners will
tel $650 obo king size
FULL time experienced pick up 436 2904
waterbed mirror, head
cook, country cooking
PORTABLE building suit board 6 drawers $125 obo
Hours 5 1 and 1 9 Apply at
436 2191
able for office 474 8891
Ann s Country Kitchen
Hazel Ky
COUCH $40 glass door
bath tub enclosure $35
HOUSEKEEPER one day
Both in excellent condition
per week Experienced re
489 2834
ferences required
ALTERATIONS and re
759 4158 after 6pm
USED furniture looks like
pairs Rental gowns & luxe new
Call Debbie
MAINTENANCE person for dos Ruth s See and Sew 759 4613
apartment complex Basic Country Square 1608 N
knowledge of electrical & 121 Murray 753 6981
plumbing Must be a good
MELIA'S BARGAIN BIN
painter Apply in person at BOGARD trucking and ex
1109 Pogue Ave.
Southside Manor between cavating inc We haul top
759-9940
10am 12noon & Murray soil gravel hll dirt white,
Clean Used Furniture ApManor 2 4pm NO PHONE rock rip rap 759 1828
pliances, and Mose Items
CALLS PLEASE EOE
BUSINESS Opportunity
Use Our Layaway Plan
MANAGER for local bus, Mobile pressure Was-her.- We buy furniture
3000lb pressure Honda
ness Needs to have a de
13hp electric start, tandem
gree in Business Admi
nistration Send resume to trailer 500 gallon tank wet
PO Box 1040 W Murray sandblaster $3500
753 9924
KY 42071
NOW taking applications
for middle age person for
warehouse set up deliv
ery, all around work Hon
est & reliable Pick up appli
cation at Wiggins Furniture
Hwy 641N between 9 5pm
PERSON who travels to
Paducah on Mondays to
bring courier bag to Padu
c,ah once a week Fee ne
gotiable 753 6258
SALES lot manager
needed Great commis
son Ideal for retiree Call
800 772 7883 ask for Jim
Cook
SHONEY'S INN now ac
cepting applications for all
positions Please apply in
person
STOP LOOKING' We'll pay
you to place tree classified
ads Write Pasep 187V
161 S Lincolnway. N Au
rota, IL 60542
'WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe. Paris, Tn
901 642 4297 7pm 2am

HELP WANTED

PIANO tuning John 1BR apartment partially
Gottschalk, 753 9600
furnished 753 5094 after
6pm
210
1BR & studio apt available
appliances furnished Cole
Miscellaneous
man RE 753 9898
FOR lakes ponds. roads &
28R
apt large rooms very
streets We have dozer
grader, dirt mover & also near MSU for up to 4 stu
bush hogging Any size dents washer, dryer
jobs Free estimates Call stove refrigerator furnColeman RE
Ted Edwards or Charles ished
Smotherman 436 5828 or 753 9898
753 9822
2BR duplex central ha
appliances furnisheo
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753 9898
KEN TENN Investigations
Now offering these new
services Video Disaster
Package (video & docu
merit your valuables before
disaster strikes) Project
Safeguard (fingerprint &
photographing of your
child) Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobilo
Homo For Ssi•
14x52 FLEETWOOD 2b
plus appliances gas heat
c'a Asking $8500 Call
753 4827 after 5pm

2BR duplex in nice private
area Appliances furnished
2400 mo 753 3343
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
No pets Zimmerman
Apartments 753 6609
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR Campus for two ml
lege students $125 each
per month Call 753 9564
8am to 4pm

2BR trailer
753-9866

No pets

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dos
tance to college 753 5209

KFC
Imo

CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced. references Call
Linda 759-9553

immi

Free Plant With This Coupon

WILL babysit in my home
experienced 759 4490

NEW condition
ton
Inane heat 8 air unit Will
accept bids 753 1300 af
ter 7pm 489 2116
WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436 2904

Open Garden Friday-Sunday

WILL clean homes, cabins
or offices Days or nights
Reasonable rates Contact
Joy Sims at 753 1741

C&

WILL do house cleaning
CaN Jean 474 2131 nights

C 9Vursenj:

753-2993

091
Position
War4i#1

I

I

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd.(Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile,turn left on Bethel Church
Rd (1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)turn left. I
1st house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).

---

3BR convenient location
$500, mo --Islo- eelc
753 3293
5BR 2 bath $490 mo plus
deposit 753 0095
AVAILABLE immechately at
corner of Olive & 5th St
5bdrm
bath house
central gas heat furniture
stove refrig & W D in
duded Groat for 4 stu
dents' $500 mo Call
753 7210 or 762 4483
LARGE 4 or 5br house
$400,mo plus deposit
474 8222
REDECORATED unfurn
shed house 2br 1 bath
garage garden area near
Murray No pets $375 rno
deposit Lease Refer
ences 753 7551
•
VERY spacious house for
rent 1tx 1 bath stove
refrigerator furnished
$300/mo 1 mo deposit 1yr
lease 753 2905

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081
370
Livestock
Suppiles

,

ARABIAN horses for sale
registered 436 2528
HAY for sale square and
round bales 436 2559

AKC chocolate Lab fe
male age 1,4 years $150
Also AKC yellow Lab pup
pies males $150 females
$125 Call 753 5211
AKC Lab pups black shots
& wormed $100 ea
376 5287

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds Al) Sizes
Soul hside Shopping Dr

739-1768

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Beautiful 4 bedroom,3 baths, lake front
home on Cypress Creek with basement,
double garage, boat dock, central heat
and air with blacktop drive.

18,000 BTU a/c 5yrs old
753 8615

MMI imiN

Come see the blooming
Daylillies, Japanese Iris and I
Hostas. Over 900 varieties.

p

2BR new carpet sun
room carport No pets
$325imo Call 753 6931

901-232-8531

070

r

2BR house with carport
w d hookup $325 mo
498 8977

2BR. 1 bath, 14 wide wid
stove & refrigerator, water
furnished & yard mowed in
Coldwater Community out
121 N 489 2703

Kentucky Fried Chickenis-Jooking for help. If
you arc energetic, enthusiastic and like people.
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers * Prep Cook
Good Benefits
Good Salary
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E/WF

YOUTH Minister, part time
position (10.15 hrs per
week) for enthusiastic well
organized person Send re
sume to First Presbyterian
Church PO Box 435 May
field, KY 42066 For more
information call Robert
247 4554

SEWING lobs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753 1061

1 2 3 4BR apts furnished
very nice some with
washer & dryer near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 6111 753 1252 days
753 0606 after 5pm

NEAR campus for three
college students $150
1981 1465 MASCOT each per month Call
completely set up 3br. 2 753 9564 8am to 4pm
bath, central air, natural
NOW taking applications
gas heat, masonite siding
shingle roof city water, for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
cable Can be moved or
rent 2 acre lot North of Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
Murray $11,500 obo Call
753 7684 leave message tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
1989 14x70 2BR, 2 bath Housing Opportunity
with cathedral ceilings ja
COREOPSIS plants pen
1958 FORD Model600 with
cuzzi
extra nice 753 9959 TAKING applications for
nial $1'ea 753 2171
new bushhog 1963 Ford
489 2068
section 8 rent subsidized
601 with new bushhog
FOR SALE, MULCH
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
Both in excellent condition
14x52
1990
2Br, central
Grade A hardwood mulch
rooms handicap access'
753
0509
or
759
9898
ha, like new 435 4550
$15 cubic yard Call first
tile Equal Housing Oppor
We load you haul Hoffman CA Allis Chalmers plow &- 435 4186
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Nursery 759 4512
disc 492 8411
Hardin, Ky or call
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
JUST arrived' Shipment of EZ Rain irrigation unit, Specializing in mobile 502 437 4113
home electric sArices 200
XP2000 General V,/ L 1st 1000 feet of pipe
VERY spacious 2tx 2 bath
amp $375 100 amp $325
line tires at a low, low price 489 2740
duplex Northwood Drive
4027
435
175 70 13 $45 Ware
appliances furnished con
house Tire 400 Industrial
SAVE, Save Savel One of tal air & gas heat $475mo
Road
Murray
Ky
1 month deposit. 1 yr lease
the areas largest selection
753 1111
No pets 753 2905
of manufactured homes
OFFICE machines for sale STEEPLETOM pool table Every home is quality built
& energy efficient Dinkins
Computer $1000. Elec
$1500 Marcy weight maMobile Homes, Inc Hwy
Ironic typewriter $350, chine $1000 753 4703
79E,
Paris,
TN
Portable Elec type $100
1 800 642 4891
TREADMILL, DP, Power
all with extras 753 2835
NEAR MSU. kitchen Irving
Tree. like new multi speed,
SEE Broyhill sofa $550 ditigal read out, original TRAILER with 2 lots near room privileges utilities
lake 436 2032
furnished Coleman RE
dishwasher $50 computer cost $300 will sell for $150
753 9898
desk $60 & printer stand After 5pm 753 9473
TWO trailers 2br, 12x5.5
$20 Call 437 4432
needs repair, $1500 2 or
3br, 12x65 1978 Cayon
210
METAL for farm & commer
Crest, recently redec,or
°al buildings Galvanized,
ate& underpinning $4500
Firewood
Gatvalume and painted in
436-5032 or 753 7861
$1 and #2 grade Choice of
A FIREWOOD for sale
10 colors Call 489 2722 or
437-4667
280
489-2724 for prices
Mobilo
Hansa For Rant

WE are looking for as
sembly line workers Apply
at Murray Unemployment
Office

Domestic
& Childcare

PIANO tor sale Like new
Console Piano Will finance
with good credit and small
down payment Can be
seen locally Call (800)
635 7611

mo Nom

mat

4 CAR garage 753 4509
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
120
Apertiosons
For Am
1 OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 753-4109

PROTECT YOUR CHILD WITH
'PROJECT SAFEGUARD"
With the recent attempted abductions
in our area, K.T.I. suggests that now is
the time to act to protect your child.
KT.I, will photograph, fingerprint,
and record vital information about
your child that you will retain in your
records. Don't wait until the unexpected happens and you don't have the
vital information the authorities need.
KT.I. can provide all that on one
convenient document. For more information call 753-3868.

K.T.I. and Associates
Bel-Air Center, Murray
1
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THVILSDAY.,111'1.1' IS, 1993
(For your personalited daily kale.. Distni Non isciipe, based on
date of birth. call 1-900-100/3-7788. Your phone company vsill hull w
t.ents a minute.)
l\ 111N.ou need to diicct .1 him s1110M. . Roll
HAPPV BIRTH!)
the ...ameras! A long mange project
R
NEXT IfF.AR OF
SIW/1001
ou may haw it, osercolne some could become Noni.e ot .teai.b.
Mired
heas5 opposition to reach your incomelkt promi.e. iii sstitirlg.
IIRGO I .1ug. 2. Sepi. 22 f:1,44i
career and financial goals. Perse•
LAWN SERVICE Been
need to spend mole nine on i.oin•
mowing my lawn for 25yrs, sere: e%e111uall. )ou ssill ssuri img! A
would like to mow yours joyful romance shill make this fall own. A-candid talk relies es an old
aois
Nil,'
very special. Ness friends help you
now 753-8669
sour doer new appeal. Call ahead if planning
uses
for
find
practical
RICK'S Roofing All types
your svork local in a ness restautaia,
of roofs and repairs Tor- ideas. Shins samples of
about
LIBRA 'Stilt' .!;-(kt .22-1- You and
ask
them
to
experts'
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years employment leads. Carefully weigh can :IN °HI needle...tie, b‘stccrlui
experience, guaranteed the pro's and clefs of changing lobs clear of behind ihe s.cries ritarlipti
work Free estimates early in 1994. It might he bette-r-ro---- latorsTA new proy..t \\ill sidfr ofif
phone 502 437 4559
sta‘ put a w title lotwer.
nein If
lesst,l) lc.iiiied iii
CELEBRITIES BORN ON the past.
ROCKY COLSON Home
to 23 \o,. 21
SCOR P14
Repair Roofing siding, THIS 1) VII:: artist Rembrandt.
musk could it
painting plumbing con- model Kim Mem,. actor Ales karaking
crete Free estimates Call ras. singer Linda Ronstadt.
ou
ikft1:1". keel, 'your
474-2307
ARIES t March 2I -April 191: ronfainic hopes secret until sou
SHEETROCK finishing, Financial matters occups our km its that i itii Ii s e i !emitted.
textured ceilings Larry thoughts. Avoid incurring nevi debts C,11.1114)1.1• heft 'iihmimI iiilli.iCls,
Chnsman 492-8742
S \IA I I kRil, S iNin.
.: to settle overdue
Vk hilt' try 114
tuhui.i.iiiical 01
SICK and bred of cleaning •accounts. You can he highly persualong-range plan i ctlti ire quick
those frustrating, hard to %me Nairn arguing your case behind
action. .-NC.-Ltda. is e•eritial when
reach windows? Let Bill's closed doors.
CTeäniñ do it for-,,••"----IiNettrfrrOriT17.71-niTirr
Neffring .1-teritiT
you. Will clean any window good day. to tackle essential tasks. You! repdtation elosi
interior/exterior, home or decide important issues and correct
22 Jan_
business Call 753 5934
approa.fi
P't mistakes. Keep a close eye on 19): ..Ndort
in linaricial niattcr. \lake ceriam
SUREWAY Tree & Stump business &Lids. A cruise aboard the
Removal Insured with full los e boat holds special appeal this
‘
heilLi1e
.1)„.,

••

C

S20

360

Seale
A Ilatere

Pets
& Supplies

14F1 Aluma Craft Semi-V.
15hp Johnson motor, trollGENERAL Repair plumbing motor, battery, heavy
ing, roofing. tree work
30
obo
in
$1300
duty trader
436-2642
days 753-5694
1981 CADILLAC $300
GERALD WALTERS
14 JON Boat trailer, 99
759-1109
Roofing, vinyl siding paintMercury mobar, trolling moing Free estimates 18
1982 BUICK Regal, itdr.
Call
tor (needs rewiring)
years experience Local re
good condition 74,3-9745
759-1631 $400
ferences 436-2701
1983 HONDA Accord
28FT Pontoon boat, 85hp
$2000 753-5859
-1 owner, excellent GIVE your home a facelift
rr
shape& very dean Bergin at wodung man's prices call
1984 OLDS Cutlass Cleric
$6500 (cost $15,000 new) Country Discount Builder
air, power,6 cyl. runs good
Specialties in vinyl siding.
Call 436-2626
Daughter didn't want
trim & windows Free no
$1995 1974 Maverick,
301
obligation estimates
302, good second car,
Simko,
Licensed and Insured
$500 7 53 808 5 or
Offered
502-247-7871
492-8116
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim1984 VW Scirocco, drives ming, tree removal, clean- IS summer's heat lulling
your grass trees, shrubs'?
p/b, am!
BUILDING lots in subdivi- fast, a/c, p/w,
ing out sheds, attics, & odd I've got the SAFE SOLUsell
$1600
sion with limited restrictions fm Must
Jobs Free estimates TION for GREENER,
(no mobile homes) Some 753-8270
436-2102 Luke Lamb.
HEALTHIER plants Call
wooded Southwest School
Al lA al1 around mponntli 436-5334 for free esimates
Qistrict. natural gas, city
1985 MAXIMA Ste Wgn, tree trimming & light haul- over phone please leave
Water,. cableinsion 3 3
surVmoon
roof p/s,
ing Call 436-2528 ask for message
miles from city limits Fip/w, V-6, come look, Mark
nancing available Lots as
K B ASSOCIATES Gen$3850 After 5 30pm
low as $4500 753 5841 or
Al, AL S hauling, yard eral construction, remodel753-8096
753-1566
work tree removal, mow- ing, garages. decks, patios,
1986 OLDS 88 extra clean, ing Free estimates
interior trim 753-0834
one owner, 61,5XX miles, 759-1683
450
KITCHEN CABINET REnever any paint work
Films
Al TREE Service Stump COVERY existing doors &
753-6430
For Sate
removal and spraying Free frames with woodgrain forUP to 225 acres at Coldwa- 1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant estimates 753-0906 after mica all colors Free esb
ter 753-1300-.after I_JL 4dr. gun metal blue, 4 5pm: 759-9816, 753-0495 mates Wulff s Recovery
cyl auto, front wheel drive,
489-2116
Murray 436 5560
a/c, good tires, 82,XXX ADDITIONS bathrooms,
garages, greenhouses, LAWN mowing service Inmiles, $1800 492-8548
sured Coleman Benefiel
framing & new homwa
phone 759 4564
Tripp Williams 753-0563

CHOW pups AKC regis
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
tered 7 wks old 4 black 2 Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
cinnamon all males $100 Bel Air
Center
each 489 2027
502 753 -SOLD
FINCHES $7/ea Bird 1 800-369 5780
cages assorted sizes
ROBERTS Realty Cello
75941t9 after 5pm
way County's oldest and
FULL blooded bird dog 10 most reliable real estate
months old Sharp $75 agency For all your real
Not gun shy
Call estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 1 Syca436 2626
more and 12th St
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show Of home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

N

BLUEBERRIES ARE
READY You pock or we
pick No Sunday sales'
Woodsgift Farm Cottage
Grove
TN
Phone
901 782 3395
SERVERAL varieties of
plums, including Cherry
plums McKenzie's Orchard
753-4725 or
753-9468

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
Mayfield
Peaches, Nectarines

623-8312

SWEET corn for sale
492 8280
U PICK Blueberries
436 2680
0

Public
Salo

Yard Sale
280 at 4 mi. marker
Fri. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Clothes from size 3
mo. to adult. Toys,
books, set of dishes,
small clothes dryer &
lots more"
Held next weekend if
it rains

Garage
Sale
Canceled if rain
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Squire Hale Rd. 1/4
mi. west off Johnny
Robertson Rd. Next
to K.C. Hall.
Exercise bike, weather
station, lots of misc

3BR 2 bath brick, 1380sq
ft 3yrs old, $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753 3293
3BR brick 2 bath with new
carpet, paint & kitchen on
quiet street Beautiful landscaping with 27, car garage Owner must sacrifice
to low $70-s for quick sale
Phone 753-5211,
BARKELY Lake, Canton
area New country style
vinyl siding home on 3
acres with wrap around
front porch 3 or 4br, 2 bath,
tile & carpeted floors, super
insulated & priced to sell at
$65,500 Twin Lakes Real
Estate 753-0563
BEAUTIFUL home with 11
acres 4 years old, 3 large
bedrooms, 27, baths great
moon with cathedral ceiling,
skylight, central vacuum,
many extras, large deck,
landscaped On Hwy 1124
off Hwy 121 between Col
dwater and Farmington
Call owner 345-2807 after
6pm
HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central ha Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental 1*/,
acre site, reduced to
$49,900 759-1122

'7 ft 130 lip ski boat
artque oderPwine Press.
oak barrels, wine bottles,
ildolg mower, moped, iv 's,
arps. clothing, oak CaDmet doors, shutters, tartan rods and years of attic
goodies

1984 XR 250 motorcycle
good condition $500 firm
474 2021 1989 YAMAHA Virago excellent condition
753-2429
SERVICES offered ATV
mechanical & service work
All makes & models Call
759-1570 ask for Bobby

HOPKINS AUTO REPAIR
Dexter KY Specializing in
mechanical & electrical restoration & repair of antique
cars & trucks Experienced
in domestic & import vehicles Tune-up & rnaior or
minor engine repairs Call
12 ACRES in the Penny (502) 437-4641 ask for
area Call 489 2768 or Terry If the machine an
swers please leave your
489 2161 after 7pm
name & number & I will
13 PARTIALLY wooded return your call
acres with nice barn only 3
miles from town city water
available Just reduced'
Call Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS 03487 &
MLS /3486

CLASSIFIED

45 ACRES located between Murray & Kentucky
Lake in area of attractive
homes & farms Platted 8
recorded for subdivision
sales Newly paved road
through properly Reduced
for quick sale Builders
check on this Call Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
MLS #3840

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center. 1 block
from MSU dorms
WANTED hood grill and
bumper for 1987 Taurus
436-5748
Sag

Vans
1974 VW camper van
enigne 2yrs old, still has ly
warranty, $1100 Cal
753-3206
1984 CUSTOM Chevy van
Call 753-8527

198,3 S10 BLAZER 4wd
super nice, $3500
435-4401
Motorcycles

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8-?
94W to Oaks Estates.
Watch for signs.

AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric
1989 CADILLAC Fleet- Inc Service, sales and inwood Brougham RWD. stallation (502) 435 4699,
53,XXX, tripple silver, 435-4327
sharp Days only 759-1775
ALPHA Builders - Carpen1989 FORD tempo GL 4dr try remodeling, porches,
436-2559
roofing, concrete drive1990 EAGLE Premier ES, ways painting, mainteleather interior, Alloy nance, etc Free estimates
wheels, loaded, 54,XXX 489-2303
miles, new bres, maroon. ANTIQUE refinishing-,- fur$7000 Days 753-6106, af- niture repair & custom
ter 6pm 436-2411
woodworking 753-8056
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird LE
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Convertible excellent conFactory trained by 3 mator
dition 753-6705
manufacturers All work
1992 LINCOLN Towncar, and parts warranted Ask
21xxx miles sharp for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
753-3004

3BR, remodeled in & out
Move in now'. $49.500
753-8061
470

Moving Sale

1976 CUTLASS Supreme,
white good condition in
$750 759 1508

1987 SUZUKI Samar'
Good condition, best offer,
759-1570 ask for Bobby

LAND WANTED Seeking
5 10 acre building site for
large house within 5 miles
of Murray prefer access to
city water 753 7210 after
5pm

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets. furniture
Free estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery,
753-5668
MOWER repair Same day
service. 7 days week Most
repairs at your home Fac
tory trained 15 yrs expen
ence 502-753 5299

MUFFLERS brakes
shocks oil filter, lube
Guaranteed Ron Green
APPLIANCE SERVICE R&G Exhaust 514 S 12th
Kenmore, Westinghouse, St 753-8868
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436 5560
HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN sepbc tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling foundations,
'etc 759-4664

CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls
slabs drives walks Colored & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474-8754
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247

1991 NISSAN light blue 2
wheel drive, afc 5sp, 4 cyl,
good tires 18 XXX miles
$6800 492-8548
1991 NISSAN white with
burgundy interior, 5sp
stereo-cassette, a/c,
19 XXX miles $7800 Call
759 9584 evenings

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

1992 TOYOTA,4x4 pickup
truck, 10xxx miles a/c stereo cassette, bed liner,
local, $12,000 obo,
753-6830

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers. offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

2 CHEVY dump trucks
1985 1 ton 1976 Tandem
After 6pm 492-6141

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

C&W PAINTING Interior,
exterior, free estimates
$8/per hour mm 753 0884

trilikki
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After pondering a difficult choice
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LEO
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23
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753-0530
has e the knolkletIlle and authority
WANTED light hauling
trees trimmed or removed
TOD 'S CHILDREN ma act a hit :I loss\ 'at limes. !NUJ Ills-'. :UV st,
or mowing Call Don posinse and upbeat that tew '.sill take offense. tsisal'
ilesoicd
753-2772 or 753-2320
mates. these Cancerians iv ill giAe and get lois of attection. Hall-stay 'lie.:
WEST KY Timber Frames sures are never enough for these high-spirited ad\ efflureF,
.8 Log Homes Dedicated to
ing und_monatiuganono
excellence in log and tim- IN of common sense. The knors sr hen to cljj their
.111d
e I WI.
ber frame design and con
struction 'Eastern White
•
11,1, .
1•111,1•••:.11
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11,141 S.
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,•.1 • l'io1
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.
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l' 11)
1,.1)11‘1,111.•.1
other wood available
\Haw,:
'Complete packages available *Custom design services •Turn key construction Call 437-4017

could

WILL build patio decks,
porches and do small concrete lobs 474 0105
WILL do odd Jobs Shelves,
toilets simple repairs Experienced, references
available Call Adam
759-9689

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm

DRYWALL, finishing re
'airs, additions and blowBOB'S Plumbing Repair ing ceilings 753 4761
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
436-5832
753-4591
BUSH hogging, large or
small 753-7457

CARROLL SI Garden tilling, grader blade work,
bushhogging lots Phone
Gerald Carroll (502)
492-8622

WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen re glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt service

ardware
U July 1993

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and installation (502) 435 4699,
435-4327

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

'Eagle" Corn Broom
Tough fibers resist breaking
and shedding. Four-strand
stitching for added durability.

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

2 Ft. Wood Step Ladder
Sturdy yellow pine folding ladder
features braced bottom step fa' stability. nom

753-1916

7,142L.7 •
Tucked away on a quiet street in one of
Murray's nicest established neighborhoods,
this 4 bedroom, 3 bath quality brick house is
nestled amidst towering oaks, lovely homes
and a bit of country. By owner.
Please call 753-7204

Campers

YARD
SALE
SEASON

1985 SPARTAN 32ft Idea
or full time rv or college
student 759-4414

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS' WOOOWORKJNG

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworkinc;

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
ioe suNeuiiv 1.4uRRAY (serra 811•••
7515940

ADVERTISE Your Yard
3 Times and SAVE

Choose from Ant & Roach Killer, Home Fogger, Flying
Insect Killer, or Wasp & Hornet Killer.
72676, 72672, 72673, 72675

Sale

20 In. Box Fan

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'7.50
'12 50
'15 00

3-speed portable fan provides
maximum cooling comfort. Grey
with white trirti. 63858
•

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

7 ACRES near Hardin lots
of trees good building site
$15500 759 1701
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Vk Orr%

While Supplies Last!

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

- •
4 BR, 2'/2 bath, DR, LR, FR, fireplace,
fenced yard. 1715 Plainview Dr. Very
nice. $97,500.

759-4697

v_

Friday 3
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1.916 or come by

Miierray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware Man at:

ACE

Hardware

SUPPLY COMPANY

inc.

208 E. Main

753-3361
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. July 14, the 195th day of 1993. There are 170
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 14, 1789, during the French Revolution, citizens of Paris
stormed the Bastille prison and released the seven prisoners inside.
On this date:
In 1798, Congress passed the Sedition Act, making it a federal
crime to publish false, scandalous or malicious writing about the U.S.
government.
In 1853, Commodore Matthew Perry relayed to Japanese officials a
letter from former President Millard Fillmore, requesting trade
relations.
In 1881, outlaw William H. Bonney Jr., alias "Billy .the Kid," was
shot and killed by Sheriff Pat Garrett in Fort Sumner, N.M.
In 1972, the State Department criticized actress Jane Fonda for
making anti-war radio broadcasts in Hanoi, calling them
"distressing."
In 1976, Jimmy Carter won the Democratic presidential nomination
by an overwhelming margin at the party's convention in New York.
In 1978, Soviet dissident Anatoly Shcharansky was convicted of
treasonous espionage and anti-Soviet agitation, and sentenced to 13
years at hard labor. (Shcharansky was released in 1986.)
Ten years ago: Two members of the U.S. House of Representatives,
Illinois Republican Daniel Crane and Massachusetts Democrat Gerry
Studds, admitted having had sexual relations with congressional
pages, and were later censured by the full House.
Five years ago: Speaking before the U.N. Security Council, Iran's
foreign minister.„A.li4kbar.Velayati, denounced .tke U 5dowiwigoC
an Iranian jetliner as "a barbaric massacre." Vice Piesident Bush
replied that the USS Vincennes had fired in self-defense.
One year ago: The seco4 day of the Democratic National Convention heard from speakers who included formes President Jimmy Carter, the Rev. Jesse Jackson and AIDS activist Elisabeth Glaser. The
American League won the All-Star game for the fifth straight year,
defeating the National League team 13-6 at Jack Murphy Stadium in
San Diego.
Today's Birthdays: Former President Gerald R. Ford is O. Movie
vs coma-mid-6T
"and sthge director Ingmar -Bergman is -75. -N13C-Fre-C—
John Chancellor is 66. Football player-turned-actor Rosey Grier is 61.
Thought for Today: "There are two kinds of statistics, the kind you
look up and the kind you make -up." — Rex Stout, American author
(1886-1975).

Tea years ago
The annual Charity Bell for
Murray-Calloway County Cornphrensive Care Center will -be
July 23 it Cunis Center, Murray
State University. Music will be
by Brethren Band.
Dr. Fayte Brewer has been
named Operations Manager of
Scmillas Pioneer of Scveille,
Spain, where he and his wife, the
former Mary Jane Wallis, will
reside.
Tony Franklin has been named
as head football coach at Murray
High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Auburn Marion
Sills were married for 50 years
on July 28.
Recently elected as officers of
Calloway County Athletic Boosters Association were Ted Lovett,
Paul Garrison, Suzanne Oakley
and Bobby Manning.
Twenty years ago

A budget of S1,273.028 for
1973-74 school year was
approved by Murray Board of
Education, according to Supt.
Fred Schultz.
Holstein cattle, owned and
showed by W.D. McCuiston family, Rt. 5, Murray, took a large
portion of first.placc -awards in
annual Purchase District Holstein
Show at Mayfield. Pictured with
cattle are W.D., Frances, Glenn
and Steve McCuiston. •
Lester Donelson is pictured
with 65-pound catfish he caught
ona trotline just below Taylor
Bay on Barkley Lake.
Tom Muchleman was winner
of Men's Medal Pray Golf Tournament played at Murray Country
Club.
Dana Lynn Carpenter and
Robert Allen Grogan were married recently at First Missionary.
Baptist Church, Benton.

Thirty -years ago
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair will open July 15 with
the Beauty Queen .Contest with
Carol Rolfe, 1962 Queen. crowning her successor. Also on hand
will be Toni Borchelt. -1960
Queen. and Donna Grogan Herndon, 1961 Quern. The contest has
69 girls entering the contest.
Mrs. George Hart is representing Murray-Calloway Library at a
workshop for Library Trustees at
Conrad-Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
III., July 13 and 14.
The Rev. and Mrs. Ercel Carter
of Houston, Texas, are now residing in Murray. They have one
son. Gerald. attending , Murray
State College. Rev. Carter is with
the Evangelical Methodist
Church.
Ann Hamilton Dunn and James
Ronald Watson were married
June 30 at First Methodist
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DEAR MARION
AND NO
REGRETS: The .Santa Monica,
Calif., mother who inquired
:iinnit plastic surgery Glr her 15ear-old daughter was concerned not about whether she
si
Id have it d
hut only
if the girl was physically
mature enough to achieve the
best result right now. The plastic SU rgeon's decisibn should
prevail.

CATHY
I WAS ANNOtIED THAT 'IOU
7TWAS IRKED THAT YOU
MEDDLED IN AV LOVE LIFE,
BUTTED INT ... BUT ON THE
MOR1. . BUT ON THE OTHER
OTHER HAND, IT FORCED ME
NAND, IT GAVE ME PERSPECTIVE.
TO TAKE
CHARGE'

"

.11i' 411'1111g

dren .1 terril.le

BLONDIE

CALVIN

Church.
Forty years ago
Eddie Adair and James Moyer
of Boy Scout Troop 45 and Bobby Nix Crawford and Arthur Lee
of Explorer Post 545 were among
37 Boy Scouts and Leaders who
left July 12 from Four Rivers
Boy Scout Council to attend the
Scout Jamboree in California.
Cpl. Marlon Morris, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lancie Morris, is serving at Sixth Marine Corps
Reserve and Recruitment District,
Atlanta, Ga.
Mary Miller Ellis and Ted
Lawson were married July 4 at
Goshen Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. E.D. Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Pollard
who have resided in Murray for
past 30 years have retired to
Harrodsburg.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
0K1)6ctistkieSHouL4)
GO OUT WITH HIM (Iry
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OF QUESTIONS

WHAT
WHO AAA 1
is LIFE'S PURPOSE?

WHY 15 ME'S
TON&OE STUCK

I CAN'T
LOOK

IN THE VCR

)9

1 Encounter
5 Slide; skip
9 Proverb
12 Rescue
13 Evergreen
tree
14 Guldo's
highest note
15 Posture
17 Therefore
18 2.000 lbs.
19 Apportion
21 Famed
23 Clergymens'
headgear
27 Exlst
28 Wide awake
29 Legal matter
31 River In
Germany
34 Negative
prefix
35 Offspring
37 Emerge
victorious
39 Latin

1
12

2

3

vides
Grey
24

25

28

PEANUTS
UJEEVE BEEN LEARNING
WOW TO MAKE BOWS
AND ARROWS LIKE
TNE INDIANS..

-N15 15
THE ARROW
I MADE

TI4At5
AN INDIAN
ARROW-?

SURE WITHOUT 17,
THEY WOULDN'T
KNOW WN1CH
WAY TWEY
WERE GOING
—
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44 "Every Which
Way But —"
46 ingeis ID
48 Telegraphic
dispatch
50 Aroma
53 Warble
54 Sailor:
colloq.
55 Hebrew
month
57 Pricks
painfully
61 Urge on
62 Fuel
64 Baseball
team
Tiny
66
5 Deposits
67 San Antonio
cager
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Golden Acre
Fresh Frozen

/

TURKEY
REAST

Smoked
Whole

_0

Iceberg
30 Count Size

4-5 Lb.'Rig.

Lb.

Fields Sliced

Jim Adams Sliced

$1.59
$1.29

Bologna
Lb.
Fields Pro Leaguer (Bonus 3/3.48)
Wieners
12 oz.

California

Bacon

12 oz.
Grissom Salads (Bonus 3/4.56)
Ham, Chicken, Pimento
12 oz.

$1.49
$1.69

$1.49
3 Lb. Bag $1.19

Cauliflower

Head

Yellow

Onions

Young'N Tender Boneless

Georgia
LACHES

Charmin

BATHROOM
TISSUETri
Jim Adams Pork

Sausage
Clifty Farm Whole

Country Ham
On Cor

Chicken Nuggets

$1.49
Lb. $1.69
Lb. $2.49
Lb.

4 Roll
Pkg.

Red or White Seedless

$1.19
Lb. 99c

Grapes

Lb.

California Red

Plums

VitQmic, A
SKIM
Mu

1GA

SNACK CRACKERS COKE PRODUCTS
12 Oz. Box
24
Pack 12 Oz. Cans

471
LOW It AT

'
loon
:
.
pure

Prairie rums
2%4/ROLE-SKIM

ORANGE
JUICE
1/2

1/2 Gallon

Gallon

$499
Durkee Red Rot
12 oz. Bottle

Sauce

Why Pay Mors Jumbo

Paper
Towels Tjr_
-1‘1

0 SAVE sl 0
Toward your purchase of a

(489P114((<

Kraft Individually Wrapped

CHEESE SINGLES DETERGENT CREAM PIES
32 Oz. Box

FRENCH FRIES
Divided Vegetable Dish

lo

Voln HOMETOWN

$14
99
with this coupon
without coupon $15.99

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors
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